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“The children of sinners become children of abominations
and they that converse near the houses of the ungodly.
The inheritance of the children of sinners shall perish
and with their posterity shall be a perpetual reproach.
The children will complain of an ungodly father
because for his sake they are in reproach.
Woe to you, ungodly men,
who have forsaken the law of the most high Lord.
And if you be born, you shall be born in malediction;
and if you die, in malediction shall be your portion.
All things that are of the earth shall return into the earth,
so the ungodly shall from malediction to destruction.”
(Ecclesiasticus 41:8-13)
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Revisions and Corrections to the Previous Version
Previous version 1/2012
My previous position was that infants baptized outside the Catholic Church, such as
into the Anglican Church, get all the gifts of baptism and thus are Catholic and inside the
Catholic Church. I always doubted this opinion and waited for the time when I could
thoroughly study this topic. Well, I finally had some time to deeply study the topic. The
conclusion is as follows. Although the solemn magisterium teaches that infant baptisms
outside the Catholic Church are valid and thus confer the indelible mark, it does not teach
if these infant baptisms are legal and thus confer the other gifts of baptism. However, the
unanimous consensus of the Church Fathers and thus the ordinary magisterium does
teach that all who are baptized outside the Catholic Church (infants included) do not get
the remission of sins. And this ordinary magisterium dogma is upheld by the Catholic
Church’s law and practice that receives infants baptized in non-Catholic Churches into
the Catholic Church. If these baptized infants were already inside the Catholic Church,
there would be no need for this law and practice that receives these baptized infants into
the Catholic Church.
But regarding those with the use of reason (both children and adults) who get baptized
outside the Catholic Church, it is not only an ordinary magisterium dogma but also a
solemn magisterium dogma that they get only the indelible mark and thus do not get the
other gifts of baptism. And it is a solemn magisterium dogma and an ordinary
magisterium dogma that all children with the use of reason who adhere to non-Catholic
sects, churches, religions, or no religion are outside the Catholic Church and on the broad
road to hell.
I warn the readers again, do not trust or even consider the scholastic theologians
whose job from Satan was to undermine infallible papal decrees (the solemn
magisterium), the infallible teachings of the unanimous consensus of the Church Fathers
(the ordinary magisterium), and the infallible natural law (the natural magisterium).
Current version 5/2012
In the previous version I held the allowable opinion that once an infant is baptized into
the Catholic Church it cannot fall outside the Catholic Church as an infant even if its
Catholic guardian becomes a non-Catholic and exteriorly intends that his infant also be a
non-Catholic. That is St. Augustine’s opinion. However, I now hold the allowable
opinion that this baptized Catholic infant does fall outside the Catholic Church, an
opinion held by St. Cyprian. This opinion is consistent with the dogma that a baptized
Catholic infant gets its belief and faith from its Catholic guardian so that it is truly called
a believer and one of the faithful even though it cannot make an act of faith on its own.
Likewise, a baptized non-Catholic infant gets its belief and faith from its non-Catholic
guardian and hence is truly an unbeliever and not of the faithful. Therefore if a baptized
Catholic infant’s guardian becomes a non-Catholic, such as a Protestant, and then
exteriorly intends that his infant also be a non-Catholic, then that baptized Catholic infant
falls outside the Catholic Church and thus becomes a baptized non-Catholic infant. (See
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in this book The Allowable Opinion That Baptized Infants Get Their Faith from the
Exterior Intention of Their Guardians, p. 40.)

Summary
Illegal but valid baptisms


It is a solemn magisterium dogma that baptisms outside the Catholic
Church are illegal but valid as long as the proper form, matter, and
intention are present.



It is a solemn magisterium dogma that faith in the dogma of the Most
Holy Trinity is not necessary for valid baptism as long as the proper
form is used along with the proper matter and intention. For example,
Arian baptisms are valid because they use the proper form and matter
and have the proper intention. But their baptisms are illegal because
they baptize outside the Catholic Church.



It is a solemn magisterium dogma that baptisms outside the Catholic
Church bestow only the indelible mark and hence do not bestow the
other gifts of baptism of membership in the Catholic Church;
sanctifying grace; the remission of sins and the punishment due to sins;
and the virtues of faith, hope, and charity. Illegally but validly baptized
non-Catholics only get the other gifts of baptism if they enter the
Catholic Church.

Infants and others without the use of reason


It is an ordinary magisterium dogma that infants baptized in nonCatholic sects or churches are baptized outside the Catholic Church and
thus their baptisms are illegal but valid; hence these infants get only the
indelible mark and thus not the other gifts of baptism. They are baptized
non-Catholic infants.



It is an allowable opinion, one that I hold, that all baptized non-Catholic
infants are formal heretics and formal schismatics because they get their
faith and beliefs from the exterior intention of their heretical and
schismatic guardians. Hence it is an allowable opinion that baptized
Catholic infants fall outside the Catholic Church when their Catholic
guardians become non-Catholic and externally intend that their infants
no longer adhere to the true Catholic Church. This can also happen if a
baptized Catholic infant’s Catholic guardian dies and its new guardian is
not Catholic.
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Children and adults with the use of reason


It is a solemn magisterium dogma, as infallibly decreed in 382 AD in
the First Council of Constantinople and in 451 AD in the Council of
Chalcedon, that all baptized children and adults with the use of reason
who get baptized into non-Catholic sects get only the indelible mark and
hence do not get the other gifts of baptism and thus are outside the
Catholic Church and on the road to hell. Validly baptized non-Catholic
children and adults only get the other gifts of baptism if they enter the
Catholic Church.



It is a solemn magisterium dogma that all baptized children and adults
with the use of reason who do not adhere to the Catholic Church, such
as by adhering to a Protestant church or Protestant religion, are outside
the Catholic Church.



It is an ordinary magisterium dogma that all baptized children and adults
with the use of reason who do not adhere to the Catholic Church are
guilty of the mortal sin of schism and hence are formal schismatics.



It is an allowable opinion, one that I hold, that all baptized children and
adults with the use of reason who do not adhere to the Catholic Church
are formal heretics by their mere adherence to a false sect or religion,
which is a mortal sin against the First Commandment for worshipping a
false god (a false Christ) and practicing a false religion.



It is an allowable opinion, one that I hold, that all baptized children and
adults with the use of reason who do not adhere to the Catholic Church
are also formal heretics for every dogma they doubt or deny, be it a
basic dogma or a deeper dogma.
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Idolizing Children Causes Men to Deny the Salvation Dogma
These innocent-looking infants and children have something in common. To learn what
that is, see the next page.
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What these innocent-looking children have in common is that they are actually evil.
They are outside the Catholic Church and hence children of Satan and on the broad road
to hell. This truth is a Catholic dogma!
Pope Eugene IV, Council of Florence, Bull Cantate Domino, 1441: “The most Holy
Roman Catholic Church firmly believes, professes, and preaches that none of those
existing outside the Catholic Church, not only pagans, but also Jews, heretics, and
schismatics, can have a share in life eternal but that they will go into the eternal fire
which was prepared for the devil and his angels unless before death they are joined
with Her… No one, let his almsgiving be as great as it may, no one, even if he pour
out his blood for the name of Christ, can be saved unless he remain within the
bosom and the unity of the Catholic Church.”

No matter how innocent these infants and children may look to carnal eyes that love
this evil world more than God, they are nevertheless evil in the eyes of Almighty God:
“For he that rejecteth wisdom and discipline is unhappy: and their hope is vain and
their labours without fruit and their works unprofitable. Their wives are foolish, and
their children wicked. Their offspring is cursed… And if they die quickly, they shall
have no hope nor speech of comfort in the day of trial. For dreadful are the ends of a
wicked race.” (Wis. 3:11-13, 18-19)

Everyone looks at his own child and says, “How could God denounce as evil and
place on the road to hell such an innocent and cute child!” Hindu, Buddhist, Moslem,
Protestant, and apostate Jewish parents all look upon their children as innocent and holy
and in the way of salvation, just as parents who belong to the heretical Vatican II Church
or the heretical Society of Saint Pius X (SSPX) or the heretical Religious Congregation of
Mary Immaculate Queen (CMRI) look upon their own children as innocent. But, alas,
none of them are innocent! They are all evil! You heretic parents, you nominal Catholics,
you think that your children are innocent simply because they look innocent. Well,
Protestant, Moslem, Jewish, Hindu, and Buddhist parents likewise look upon their
children as innocent simply because they look innocent. Take heed to the Word of God:
“Every way of a man seemeth right to himself.” (Prv. 21:2) “There is a way that seemeth
to a man right: and the ends thereof lead to death.” (Prv. 16:25) “There is…a generation
that are pure in their own eyes, and yet are not washed from their filthiness.” (Prv.
30:12) Take heed, then, and distrust judgments made with carnal eyes. All things must be
judged spiritually and with the eyes of God; that is, with the dogmas of the solemn,
ordinary, and natural magisterium of the Catholic Church. Do not judge according to
carnal appearances but according to spiritual appearances, according to how God sees
things as made known to men by supernatural revelations infallibly defined by His Holy
Catholic Church: “Judge not according to the appearance, but judge just judgment.” (Jn.
7:24) Your carnal sentiments are blocking your ability to see the truth and to obey all of
God’s commandments. Hence one reason people deny the Salvation Dogma is because
they idolize infants and children whom they look upon as innocent or at least not wicked
or impious simply because they are infants or children. To help you overcome your
idolization of infants and children, see my book Damned Infants: Unbaptized Infants Are
Impious Sinners. In that chapter you will learn about evil infants and evil children and
how God and His servants have punished and killed them.
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God does not abandon good-willed non-Catholics
Do not question God and His dogmas just because you cannot understand His justice
in placing these baptized infants and children outside the Catholic Church for adhering to
a non-Catholic Church or non-Catholic religion or no religion. If a baptized non-Catholic
child is ultimately of good will, God will see to it that the child lives long enough to learn
about the true Catholic Church and true Catholic faith and to abjure from the nonCatholic entity he adheres to and enter the true Catholic Church before he dies. God has
done this for us few Catholics in Mary’s Little Remnant. I only hope that we will be good
Catholics and persevere unto the end so as to gain eternal life. Surely God’s might is
proved in days like these when in spite of almost the whole world being lost He gathers
His elect into the Catholic Church out of the vast and immense darkness caused by the
Great Apostasy (2 Thess. 2:3), the Amos Curse (Amos 8:11-2), and the worldwide
operation of error (2 Thess. 2:9-11).
To become Catholic, a good-willed baptized non-Catholic child must apply diligence
and reject the knowable falsehoods of the non-Catholic Church or non-Catholic religion
he adheres to even if he has not yet heard about the Catholic Church and Catholic
religion. He must also learn about and believe in the true Catholic Church and the true
Catholic religion in order to become Catholic. Those who believe the infallible dogmas
that God is all powerful and all knowing easily understand God’s justice in this matter. If
this child is ultimately of good will, God will let him live long enough to apply diligence
in learning, detecting, and rejecting the knowable falsehoods of his non-Catholic Church
or non-Catholic religion and learn about and believe in the true Catholic Church and true
Catholic religion in order to become Catholic. (See RJMI book The Salvation Dogma:
Catholic Doctrine on Predestination.)

No Remission of Sin for Adults or Infants Baptized outside the
Catholic Church
Baptism outside the Catholic Church is valid and thus gives the indelible
mark
The sacrament of baptism can be administered either validly and legally or validly and
illegally. Valid baptism gives the indelible mark. Valid and legal baptism gives all of the
gifts of baptism: the indelible mark; membership in the Catholic Church; sanctifying
grace and thus the remission of sins; the remission of all the punishment due to sins; and
the theological virtues of faith, hope, and charity. The sacrament of baptism is
administered validly and legally only inside the Catholic Church. Whereas, the sacrament
of baptism administered outside the Catholic Church is administered validly but not
legally. Hence baptisms outside the Catholic Church are illegal but valid and thus bestow
only the indelible mark but not the other gifts of baptism. The Catholic Church infallibly
defined that baptisms outside the Catholic Church are valid as long as the proper form,
matter, and intention are present:
Council of Trent, Canons on Baptism, 16th century: “Canon 4. If anyone shall say
that the baptism, which is also given by heretics in the name of the Father and of the
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Son and of the Holy Spirit, with the intention of doing what the Church does, is not
true baptism: let him be anathema.” (Denzinger [hereafter D.] 860)

Therefore all who are baptized outside the Catholic Church are validly baptized and
thus must not be rebaptized if they convert into the Catholic Church.
The form for valid baptism is the invocation of the three Divine Persons of the Most
Holy Trinity
For valid baptism the proper form requires the invocation of all Three Persons of the
Most Holy Trinity: “I baptize thee in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Spirit.” The proper matter is water. And the proper intention is to do as the Catholic
Church does in administering the sacrament by using the proper form, matter, and acting
serious.1 Also, the recipient must exteriorly intend to receive the sacrament. If any of
these things is not present, then the baptism is null and void, of no effect, and thus is not
even valid. The recipient’s faith about the Holy Trinity does not affect validity. Hence a
recipient who is an Arian heretic and thus does not believe that Jesus is God can still get
validly baptized as long as the proper form, matter, and intention are present and he
exteriorly desires to receive the sacrament. But he does not get legally baptized and thus
gets only the indelible mark. Hence Arians who converted to the Catholic Church were
not to be rebaptized. When they entered the Catholic Church, they then got the gift of the
Holy Spirit, the remission of their sins, and the other gifts of baptism:
First Council of Arelas, 314 AD: “Canon 8. Concerning the Africans, because they
use their own law so as to rebaptize, it has been decided that, if anyone from a
heretical sect come to the Church, he should be asked his creed, and if it is
perceived that he has been baptized in the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit,
only the hand should be imposed upon him in order that he may receive the Holy
Spirit. But if upon being questioned he does not answer this Trinity, let him be
baptized.” (D. 53)
First Council of Constantinople, 382 AD: “Canon 7. Those who embrace orthodoxy
and join the number of those who are being saved from the heretics, we receive in
the following regular and customary manner: Arians, Macedonians, Sabbatians,
Novatians, those who call themselves Cathars and Aristae, Quartodeciman or
Tetradites, Apollinarians—these we receive when they hand in statements and
anathematise every heresy which is not of the same mind as the holy, Catholic and
apostolic Church of God. They are first sealed or anointed with holy chrism on the
forehead, eyes, nostrils, mouth, and ears. As we seal them, we say: ‘Seal of the gift
of the Holy Spirit.’ But Eunomians, who are baptised in a single immersion,
Montanists (called Phrygians here), Sabellians, who teach the identity of Father and
Son and make certain other difficulties, and all other sects—since there are many
here, not least those who originate in the country of the Galatians—we receive all
who wish to leave them and embrace orthodoxy as we do Greeks. On the first day
we make Christians of them, on the second catechumens, on the third we exorcise
them by breathing three times into their faces and their ears, and thus we catechise
them and make them spend time in the church and listen to the scriptures; and then
we baptise them.”
St. Gregory the Great, Epistles, Book 11, Epistle 67, Gregory to Quiricus, Bishop,
and the other Catholic bishops in Hiberiae: “And indeed we have learnt from the
1

See RJMI book The Minister’s Sacramental Intention: The Exterior Intention Opinion.
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ancient institution of the Fathers that whosoever among heretics are baptized in the
name of the Trinity, when they return to holy Church, may be recalled to the bosom
of mother Church either by unction of chrism, or by imposition of hands, or by
profession of the faith only. Hence the West reconciles Arians to the holy Catholic
Church by imposition of hands, but the East by the unction of holy chrism. But
Monophysites and others are received by a true confession only, because holy
baptism, which they have received among heretics, then acquires in them the power
of cleansing when either the former receive the Holy Spirit by imposition of hands,
or the latter are united to the bowels of the holy and universal Church by reason of
their confession of the true faith.”

When I refer to baptism inside the Catholic Church or baptism outside the Catholic
Church, I am speaking about valid baptisms in both cases and thus baptisms in which the
proper form, matter, and intention are present and the recipient externally desires to
receive the sacrament. (See Catholic Topic Index: Baptism: Validity and Legality.)
The Catholic Church’s magisterium decrees that baptism of adults and infants
outside the Catholic Church does not remit sin
Beware of the unanimous consensus or the common consensus of the scholastics and
other modern heretical theologians and wicked popes from the 13th century onward. Do
not parrot their beliefs but investigate them to see how their beliefs on faith or morals
compare to the dogmas of the solemn magisterium (infallible teachings of the popes), of
the ordinary magisterium (the unanimous consensus of the Church Fathers), and of the
natural magisterium (the natural law). And compare their beliefs to the laws and practices
of the Catholic Church from Her birth to the time of the Great Apostasy that began in the
13th century. You will learn that in many cases their teachings do not compare to but
doubt or deny dogmas and the perennial laws and practices of the Catholic Church. Such
is the case with the scholastics and other modern heretical theologians and wicked popes
from the 13th century onward who teach that infants baptized into non-Catholic Churches
or religions get all the gifts of baptism and hence are inside the Catholic Church and
sanctified. As you will learn, this belief is condemned by the unanimous consensus of the
Church Fathers and thus is condemned by the ordinary magisterium. And this belief has
been condemned by the Catholic Church’s law and practice that receives infants baptized
in non-Catholic Churches into the Catholic Church. If these baptized infants were already
inside the Catholic Church, there would be no need for this law and practice that receives
these baptized infants into the Catholic Church.
Although the solemn magisterium teaches that infant baptisms outside the Catholic
Church are valid and thus confer the indelible mark, it does not teach if these infant
baptisms are legal and thus confer the other gifts of baptism. However, the ordinary
magisterium does teach that all who are baptized outside the Catholic Church (infants
included) do not get the remission of sins. And the Catholic Church’s law and practice
upholds this ordinary magisterium dogma.
But regarding those with the use of reason (both children and adults) who get baptized
outside the Catholic Church, it is not only an ordinary magisterium dogma but also a
solemn magisterium dogma that they get only the indelible mark and thus do not get the
other gifts of baptism.
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And it is a dogma of the solemn and the ordinary magisterium that all children and
adults with the use of reason who adhere to non-Catholic sects, churches, religions, or no
religion are outside the Catholic Church and on the broad road to hell.
To summarize, it is a solemn magisterium dogma that baptisms outside the Catholic
Church are valid but illegal. And it is a solemn magisterium dogma, as infallibly decreed
in 382 AD in the First Council of Constantinople and in 451 AD in the Council of
Chalcedon, that all those with the use of reason (children and adults) who are baptized
outside the Catholic Church do not get their sins remitted. And it is an ordinary
magisterium dogma taught by the unanimous consensus of the Church Fathers that
infants and others without the use of reason baptized outside the Catholic Church do not
get their sins remitted.
God curses ministers and recipients who use the sacraments outside the Catholic
Church
God never blesses or makes fruitful the sacraments when they are used outside the
Catholic Church but instead curses both the ministers and recipients. If God did not do
this, then He would be the author of sin by participating in, condoning, and encouraging
the sacrilegious and illegal use of His sacraments:
Douay-Rheims Commentary on Luke 13: “Ver. 26. …It is not enough to feed with
Christ in his Sacraments…unless we live in unity of the Catholic Church. So St.
Augustine applieth this against the Donatists, that had the very same service and
sacraments which the Catholic Church had, yet severed themselves from other
Christian countries by schism.”
St. Augustine, Sermo ad Caesariensis Ecclesiae Plebem: “No man can find
salvation except in the Catholic Church. Outside the Catholic Church one can have
everything except salvation. One can have honor, one can have the sacraments, one
can sing alleluia, one can answer amen, one can have faith in the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and preach it too, but never can one find
salvation except in the Catholic Church.”
St. Augustine, On Baptism (Against the Donatists), Book 1, Chapter 2: “3. …We do
not therefore say to them [the Donatists], ‘Abstain from giving baptism,’ but
‘Abstain from giving it in schism.’ Nor do we say to those whom we see them on
the point of baptizing, ‘Do not receive the baptism,’ but ‘Do not receive it in
schism.’ ”
“My sister, my spouse, is a garden enclosed, a garden enclosed, a fountain sealed
up.” (Can. 4:12)
Challoner Commentary on Canticle of Canticles 4:12: “A garden enclosed...
Figuratively the Church is enclosed, containing only the faithful. A fountain sealed
up... That none can drink of its waters, that is, the graces and spiritual benefits of the
holy sacraments, but those who are within its walls.”
St. Cyprian of Carthage, Letter 73, to Pompey: “11. For it has been delivered to us,
that there is one God, and one Christ, and one hope, and one faith, and one Church,
and one baptism ordained only in the one Church, from which unity whosoever will
depart must needs be found with heretics; and while he upholds them against the
Church, he impugns the sacrament of the divine tradition. The sacrament of which
unity we see expressed also in the Canticles, in the person of Christ, who says, ‘A
garden enclosed is my sister, my spouse, a fountain sealed, a well of living water, a
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garden with the fruit of apples.’ But if His Church is a garden enclosed, and a
fountain sealed, how can he who is not in the Church enter into the same garden, or
drink from its fountain? Moreover, Peter himself, showing and vindicating the
unity, has commanded and warned us that we cannot be saved, except by the one
only baptism of one Church. ‘In the ark,’ says he, ‘of Noah, few, that is, eight souls,
were saved by water, as also baptism shall in like manner save you.’ In how short
and spiritual a summary has he set forth the sacrament of unity! For as, in that
baptism of the world in which its ancient iniquity was purged away, he who was not
in the ark of Noah could not be saved by water, so neither can he appear to be saved
by baptism who has not been baptized in the Church which is established in the
unity of the Lord according to the sacrament of the one ark.”

Hence the use of the sacrament of baptism outside the Catholic Church is illegal and
sacrilegious and thus does not bear blessings and good fruit but brings down God’s curses
upon the ministers and recipients. It should be odious to any Catholic of good will to
believe that God the Holy Spirit would sanctify the millions of baptisms of infants that
are administered outside the Catholic Church by Protestants of all sorts (such as
Anglicans, Lutherans, and silly Evangelicals and other charismatics) and thus lend
credence to their rebellion, heresy, and hatred of the true God and His Catholic Church
by coming down upon them and blessing their infants. By implication St. Augustine calls
infants baptized outside the Catholic Church unbelievers or heretics because he correctly
calls infants baptized into the Catholic Church believers:
St. Augustine, On Merit and Forgiveness of Sins and Baptism of Infants, Book 1,
Chapter 62, 412 AD: “[Jesus] says, ‘He that believeth in Him is not condemned; but
he that believeth not is condemned already, because he hath not believed in the
name of the only-begotten Son of God.’ In what class, then, do we place baptized
infants but amongst believers, as the authority of the Catholic Church everywhere
asserts? They belong, therefore, among those who have believed; for this is obtained
for them by virtue of the sacrament and the answer of their sponsors.”

Hence if an infant’s guardian or sponsor is an unbeliever and thus has it baptized
outside the Catholic Church, then that infant is likewise an unbeliever. (See in this book
The Allowable Opinion That Baptized Infants Get Their Faith from the Exterior Intention
of Their Guardians, p. 40.)
No remission of sins outside the Catholic Church
From the birth of the Catholic Church, it was an ordinary magisterium dogma that
there is no remission of sins outside the Catholic Church. And it became a solemn
magisterium dogma by Pope Boniface VIII in 1302:
Pope Boniface VIII, Bull Unam Sanctum, 1302: “With Faith urging us we are
forced to believe and to hold the one, holy, Catholic Church and that, apostolic, and
we firmly believe and simply confess this (Catholic Church) outside which there is
no salvation nor remission of sin…”

And in 1441 AD the solemn magisterium again infallibly decreed that the sacraments
cannot save those who do not abide in the Catholic Church and thus do not remit their
sins:
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Pope Eugene VI, Council of Florence, 1441: “It firmly believes, professes and
preaches that… the unity of the ecclesiastical body is of such importance that only
for those who abide in it do the Church’s sacraments contribute to salvation…”

Consequently, all who are baptized outside the Catholic Church, both adults and
infants, do not get the remission of their sins because they are not inside the Catholic
Church. They only get the indelible mark. They get the remission of sins and the other
gifts of baptism if they enter the Catholic Church.
In order to preserve the solemn magisterium dogma that there is no remission of sins
outside the Catholic Church, those who wrongly believe that infants baptized outside the
Catholic Church get the remission of sins teach that these infants are inside the Catholic
Church even though they were baptized outside the Catholic Church. However, they deny
the ordinary magisterium dogma that infants baptized outside the Catholic Church are
indeed outside the Catholic Church and thus do not get their sins remitted until they enter
the Catholic Church.
Evidence
Church Father Saint Cyprian (d. 258 AD) and Firmilianus (d. c. 269)
St. Cyprian, Letter 72, to Jubaianus: “5. …Widely different is the faith with
Marcion, and, moreover, with the other heretics nay, with them there is nothing but
perfidy, and blasphemy, and contention, which is hostile to holiness and truth. How
then can one who is baptized among them seem to have obtained remission of sins,
and the grace of the divine mercy, by his faith, when he has not the truth of the faith
itself?...
“15. But if we consider what the apostles thought about heretics, we shall find
that they, in all their epistles, execrated and detested the sacrilegious wickedness of
heretics. …They may do nothing towards conferring the ecclesiastical and saving
grace, who, scattering and attacking the Church of Christ, are called adversaries by
Christ Himself, and by His apostles, Antichrists…
“18. …How, then, do some say, that a Gentile baptized without, outside the
Church, yea, and in opposition to the Church…can obtain remission of sin…What
else is it, then, than to become a partaker with blaspheming heretics, to wish to
maintain and assert, that one who blasphemes and gravely sins against the Father
and the Lord and God of Christ, can receive remission of sins in the name of
Christ?...
“19. …Think you that Christ grants impunity to the impious and profane, and the
blasphemers of His Father, and that He puts away their sins in baptism…”
St. Cyprian, Letter 73, to Pompey: “11. For it has been delivered to us, that there is
one God, and one Christ, and one hope, and one faith, and one Church, and one
baptism ordained only in the one Church, from which unity whosoever will depart
must needs be found with heretics… For as, in that baptism of the world in which
its ancient iniquity was purged away, he who was not in the ark of Noah could not
be saved by water, so neither can he appear to be saved by baptism who has not
been baptized in the Church which is established in the unity of the Lord according
to the sacrament of the one ark.”
Firmilianus, Bishop of Cappadocia, Letter 74, to St. Cyprian: “14. But if the
baptism of heretics can have the regeneration of the second birth, those who are
baptized among them must be counted not heretics, but children of God. …But the
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synagogue of heretics is not one with us, because the spouse is not an adulteress and
a harlot. Whence also she cannot bear children of God… 16. But what is the
greatness of his error, and what the depth of his blindness, who says that remission
of sins can be granted in the synagogues of heretics…”

It must be noted that St. Cyprian and Firmilianus held the opinion that baptism outside
the Catholic Church was not even valid and thus was null and void, which during their
day was an allowable opinion. However, they heroically upheld the ordinary magisterium
dogma that baptism outside the Catholic Church does not remit sin, which was their main
concern regarding the baptism dispute they were involved in. From all the available
evidence, it seems that Pope Stephen denied this dogma. Pope Stephen not only believed
that baptisms outside the Catholic Church are valid, which is true, but in effect he taught
that they are also legal because he taught that baptisms outside the Catholic Church
bestow sanctifying grace and thus remit sins, which is heresy. That was St. Cyprian and
Firmilianus’ main concern. It seems that there was a cover up of Pope Stephen’s heresy
because all of his letters dealing with the topic have been conveniently lost. The evidence
that he taught this heresy comes from St. Cyprian’s and Firmilianus’ and others’
correspondences in which they speak of the contents of Pope Stephen’s letters that
contained the heresy. St. Cyprian and Firmilianus were justly outraged at the heresy and
rightly denounced Pope Stephen.
St. Cyprian’s Letter 73, to Pompey
“1. Cyprian to his brother Pompeius, greeting. Although I have fully comprised
what is to be said concerning the baptism of heretics in the letters of which I sent
you copies, dearest brother, yet, since you have desired that what Stephen our
brother replied to my letters should be brought to your knowledge, I have sent you a
copy of his reply; on the reading of which, you will more and more observe his
error in endeavouring to maintain the cause of heretics against Christians, and
against the Church of God…
“6. But what a thing it is, [for Pope Stephen] to assert and contend that they who are
not born in the Church can be the sons of God! For the blessed apostle sets forth and
proves that baptism is that wherein the old man dies and the new man is born,
saying, ‘He saved us by the washing of regeneration.’ But if regeneration is in the
washing, that is, in baptism, how can heresy, which is not the spouse of Christ,
generate sons to God by Christ? For it is the Church alone which, conjoined and
united with Christ, spiritually bears sons; as the same apostle again says, ‘Christ
loved the Church, and gave Himself for it, that He might sanctify it, cleansing it
with the washing of water.’ If, then, she is the beloved and spouse who alone is
sanctified by Christ, and alone is cleansed by His washing, it is manifest that heresy,
which is not the spouse of Christ, cannot be cleansed or sanctified by His washing
nor bear sons to God.
“7. …But as the birth of Christians is in baptism, while the generation and
sanctification of baptism are with the spouse of Christ alone, who is able spiritually
to conceive and to bear sons to God, where and of whom and to whom is he born,
who is not a son of the Church, so as that he should have God as his Father, before
he has had the Church for his Mother? But as no heresy at all, and equally no
schism, being without, can have the sanctification of saving baptism, why has the
bitter obstinacy of our brother Stephen broken forth to such an extent, as to contend
that sons are born to God from the baptism of Marcion; moreover, of Valentinus
and Apelles, and of others who blaspheme against God the Father; and to say that
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remission of sins is granted in the name of Jesus Christ where blasphemy is uttered
against the Father and against Christ the Lord God?
“8. …Does he give glory to God, who communicates with the baptism of Marcion?
Does he give glory to God, who judges that remission of sins is granted among
those who blaspheme against God? Does he give glory to God, who affirms that
sons are born to God without, of an adulterer and a harlot?”

Firmilianus’ Letter 74, to St. Cyprian
[Contained in the collection of St. Cyprian’s letters]: “8. And as Stephen and those
who agree with him contend that putting away of sins and second birth may result
from the baptism of heretics, among whom they themselves confess that the Holy
Spirit is not; let them consider and understand that spiritual birth cannot be without
the Spirit…
“12. Moreover, what is the meaning of that which Stephen would assert, that the
presence and holiness of Christ is with those who are baptized among heretics?...
“16. But what is the greatness of his error, and what the depth of his blindness, who
says that remission of sins can be granted in the synagogues of heretics…
“17. And in this respect I am justly indignant at this so open and manifest folly of
Stephen, that he who so boasts of the place of his episcopate, and contends that he
holds the succession from Peter, on whom the foundations of the Church were laid,
should introduce many other rocks and establish new buildings of many
churches…Stephen, who announces that he holds by succession the throne of Peter,
is stirred with no zeal against heretics, when he concedes to them, not a moderate,
but the very greatest power of grace: so far as to say and assert that, by the
sacrament of baptism, the filth of the old man is washed away by them, that they
pardon the former mortal sins, that they make sons of God by heavenly
regeneration, and renew to eternal life by the sanctification of the divine laver. He
who concedes and gives up to heretics in this way the great and heavenly gifts of the
Church, what else does he do but communicate with them for whom he maintains
and claims so much grace? And now he hesitates in vain to consent to them, and to
be a partaker with them in other matters also, to meet together with them, and
equally with them to mingle their prayers, and appoint a common altar and sacrifice.
“18. But, says he, ‘the name of Christ is of great advantage to faith and the
sanctification of baptism; so that whosoever is anywhere soever baptized in the
name of Christ, immediately obtains the grace of Christ.’ [D. 47]”
“22. …Stephen is not ashamed to assert and to say that remission of sins can be
granted by those who are themselves set fast in all kinds of sins, as if in the house of
death there could be the laver of salvation.”

It seems that God killed Pope Stephen (d. 257), who was about to excommunicate St.
Cyprian, in order to preserve the dogma that there is no remission of sins outside the
Catholic Church and thus baptisms outside the Catholic Church do not bestow sanctifying
grace and remit sins. The next pope, Sixtus II, held this dogma, favored St. Cyprian, and
understood the dilemma caused by Pope Stephen. Therefore until a good theology could
be developed to show how baptism outside the Catholic Church is valid but does not
bestow sanctifying grace and remit sins, Pope St. Sixtus II postponed infallibly defining
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that baptisms outside the Catholic Church are valid. (See RJMI book Vindication of Saint
Cyprian.)2
Ignoring the infallible testimony of the unanimous consensus of the Church Fathers
(the ordinary magisterium) and infallible papal decrees (the solemn magisterium), such as
Pope Boniface VIII’s Bull Unam Sanctum, heretical theologians like Rev. Charles Hefele
embraced Pope Stephen’s heresy and in effect condemned St. Cyprian for holding the
dogma:
Bishop Charles Joseph Hefele, A History of the Christian Councils, Volume 1,
Synods relative to the Baptism of Heretics (255-256): “(δ.) The sacraments are often
compared to channels through which divine grace comes to us. Then, when any one
is baptized in a heretical sect, but is baptized according to the rules, the channel of
grace is truly applied to him, and there flows to him through this channel not only
the remission of sins (remissio peccatorum), but also sanctification and the renewal
of the inner man (sanctificatio et renovatio interioris hominis); that is to say, he
receives the grace of baptism.”3

Local Council of Arelas (314 AD)
The First Council of Arelas in 314 AD teaches that “anyone” baptized in a heretical
sect and thus baptized outside the Catholic Church must not be rebaptized but does not
“receive the Holy Spirit” and thus the grace of baptism until he enters the Catholic
Church:
First Council of Arelas, 314 AD: “Canon 8. Concerning the Africans, because they
use their own law so as to rebaptize, it has been decided that, if anyone from a
heretical sect come to the Church, he should be asked his creed, and if it is
perceived that he has been baptized in the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit,
only the hand should be imposed upon him in order that he may receive the Holy
Spirit. But if upon being questioned he does not answer this Trinity, let him be
baptized.” (D. 53)

Hence if an infant is being received into the Catholic Church from a heretical sect, it
must first be determined if the infant was validly baptized.
Church Father Saint Cyril of Jerusalem (315-386 AD)
St. Cyril of Jerusalem, Catechetical Lectures, Lecture 3, On Baptism, par. 4:
“…When going down, therefore, into the water, think not of the bare element, but
look for salvation by the power of the Holy Spirit: for without both thou canst not
possibly be made perfect. It is not I that say this, but the Lord Jesus Christ, who has
the power in this matter: for He saith, ‘Except a man be born anew (and He adds the
words) of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God.’ Neither
doth he that is baptized with water but not found worthy of the Spirit receive the
grace in perfection; nor if a man be virtuous in his deeds, but receive not the seal by
water, shall he enter into the kingdom of heaven. A bold saying, but not mine, for it
is Jesus who hath declared it…”

2

As of May 2012 this book has not been completed.
A History of the Christian Councils, by Bishop Charles Joseph Hefele, D.D. Translated from the German and edited
by William R. Clark, M.A. Published by T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1894. Vol. 1, chap. 2, sec. 6, p. 114.
3
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Ecumenical First Council of Constantinople (382 AD)
The infallible First Council of Constantinople teaches that those with the use of reason
who were baptized outside the Catholic Church must not be rebaptized but do not receive
the “gift of the Holy Spirit” and thus the grace of baptism until they enter the Catholic
Church:
First Council of Constantinople, 382 AD: “Canon 7. Those who embrace orthodoxy
and join the number of those who are being saved from the heretics, we receive in
the following regular and customary manner: Arians, Macedonians, Sabbatians,
Novatians, those who call themselves Cathars and Aristae, Quartodeciman or
Tetradites, Apollinarians—these we receive when they hand in statements and
anathematise every heresy which is not of the same mind as the holy, Catholic, and
apostolic Church of God. They are first sealed or anointed with holy chrism on the
forehead, eyes, nostrils, mouth, and ears. As we seal them, we say: ‘Seal of the gift
of the Holy Spirit.’ ”

This decree is speaking of those with the use of reason, both children and adults, who
were baptized outside the Catholic Church because to enter the Catholic Church they
have to anathematize every heresy they held. Hence it is a solemn magisterium dogma
that all with the use of reason, both children and adults, who are baptized outside the
Catholic Church do not get their sins remitted until they enter the Catholic Church by
abjuration, either by a specific abjuration or by a profession of faith.
Because this infallible decree does not specifically mention infants and others who do
not have the use of reason, it is not a solemn magisterium dogma that infants baptized
outside the Catholic Church do not get their sins remitted. However, this is an ordinary
magisterium dogma because the unanimous consensus of the Church Fathers does teach
that infants baptized outside the Catholic Church do not get their sins remitted.
Church Father Saint Ambrose (340-397 AD)
St. Ambrose, On the Mysteries, c. 387 AD, Chapter 4: “23. …The baptism of
unbelievers heals not but pollutes.”

Pope Saint Siricius (384-398 AD)
In his epistle Directa ad Decessorem in 385 AD, Pope St. Siricius decreed that
baptism outside the Catholic Church is valid and thus those who convert must not be
rebaptized. And he also decreed that they do not receive the Holy Spirit and thus do not
have their sins remitted until they enter the Catholic Church:
Pope St. Siricius, Epistle Directa ad Decessorem to Himerius, Bishop of Terracina,
385 AD: “(1, 1) And so on the first page of your letter you have indicated that very
many baptized by the impious Arians are hastening to the Catholic faith and that
certain of our brothers wish to baptize these same ones again. This is not allowed
since the Apostle forbids it to be done and the canons oppose it, and after the
cessation of the Council of Ariminum general decrees sent to the provinces by my
predecessor Liberius of venerable memory prohibit it. These together with the
Novatians and other heretics we join to the company of the Catholics through the
sole invocation of the sevenfold Spirit by the imposition of a bishop’s hands, just as
it was determined in the Synod, which, too, the whole East and West observe. It is
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proper that you also do not deviate from this course henceforth if you do not wish to
be separated from our company by synodal decision.” (D. 88)

Church Father Saint Augustine (354-430 AD)
St. Augustine, On Baptism, Book 3, Chapter 13, 400 AD: “18. …Although among
heretics and schismatics there be the same Baptism of Christ, the remission of sins,
nevertheless, is not operative there because of the very rottenness of discord and
wickedness of dissension. If, however, the same Baptism then begins to be of avail
for the remission of sins when they have come to the peace of the Church, so that
their sins having been truly forgiven they are not retained, neither is that Baptism to
be disapproved as something alien or different, so that another Baptism were given;
rather, it is the one and the same Baptism which outside the Church works death
because of discord and inside the Church works salvation because of peace.”

Beware of the below source-less quote attributed to St. Augustine by the heretics
Spirago and Clark in their heretical book The Catechism Explained:
The Catechism Explained, by the heretics Spirago and Clark: “The Church is a
community into which admittance is gained by Baptism... Neither heathens, Jews,
heretics, nor schismatics are members of the Church (Council of Florence), though
children baptized validly in other communions really belong to it. ‘For,’ as St.
Augustine says, ‘Baptism is the privilege of the true Church, and so the benefits
which flow from Baptism are necessarily fruits which belong only to the true
Church. Children baptized in other communions cease to be members of the Church
only when, after reaching the age of reason, they make formal profession of heresy,
as for example, by receiving communion in a non-Catholic Church.’ ”4

The reason the heretics Spirago and Clark did not give the source is because St.
Augustine never said such a thing. Rather, they twisted a true quote from St. Augustine
which refers only to baptized Catholic infants and applied it to all baptized infants. The
most probable quote they took out of context is the below quote from St. Augustine’s
work On Merit and Forgiveness of Sins and Baptism of Infants:
“But yet who knows not that the baptized infant fails to be benefited from what he
received as a little child, if on coming to years of reason he fails to believe and to
abstain from unlawful desires?” (Book 1, Chapter 25)

But who are these baptized infants St. Augustine is speaking of? He is speaking of
baptized Catholic infants because he refers to them as believers since they share in the
belief of their parents or sponsors who had them baptized into the Catholic Church.
Below is the full text from Chapter 25 which shows that St. Augustine is speaking of
infants who have Catholic parents who thus profess the Catholic faith:
St. Augustine, On Merit and Forgiveness of Sins and Baptism of Infants, Book 1,
Chapter 25, 412 AD: “Some one will say: How then are mere infants called to
repentance? How can such as they repent of anything? The answer to this is: If they
must not be called penitents because they have not the sense of repenting, neither
must they be called believers, because they likewise have not the sense of believing.
But if they are rightly called believers, because they in a certain sense profess
faith by the words of their parents, why are they not also held to be before that
penitents when they are shown to renounce the devil and this world by the
profession again of the same parents? The whole of this is done in hope, in the
4

Ninth Article of the Creed: 3. Bishops, Priests, the Faithful, p. 228.
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strength of the sacrament and of the divine grace which the Lord has bestowed upon
the Church. But yet who knows not that the baptized infant fails to be benefited
from what he received as a little child, if on coming to years of reason he fails to
believe and to abstain from unlawful desires? If, however, the infant departs from
the present life after he has received baptism, the guilt in which he was involved by
original sin being done away, he shall be made perfect in that light of truth, which,
remaining unchangeable for evermore, illumines the justified in the presence of
their Creator. For sins alone separate between men and God; and these are done
away by Christ’s grace, through whom, as Mediator, we are reconciled, when He
justifies the ungodly.”

Hence St. Augustine is speaking of infants whose parents are Catholic and thus infants
who are baptized into the Catholic Church. He is speaking of baptized Catholic infants.
And in Chapter 62, St. Augustine teaches the same:
St. Augustine, On Merit and Forgiveness of Sins and Baptism of Infants, Book 1,
Chapter 62, 412 AD: “[Jesus] says, ‘He that believeth in Him is not condemned; but
he that believeth not is condemned already, because he hath not believed in the
name of the only-begotten Son of God.’ In what class, then, do we place baptized
infants but amongst believers, as the authority of the Catholic Church everywhere
asserts? They belong, therefore, among those who have believed; for this is
obtained for them by virtue of the sacrament and the answer of their
sponsors.”

St. Augustine speaks of the necessity of two things for these infants to be believers
and thus be baptized into the Catholic Church. They must receive the sacrament, and their
guardians or sponsors must will or vow for them to enter the Catholic Church.
Conversely, St. Augustine implies that if the guardians or sponsors do not desire or vow
for their infant to be baptized into the Catholic Church, then that infant is baptized
outside the Catholic Church and is an unbeliever and thus gets only the indelible mark
but not the other gifts of baptism. The topic that St. Augustine is dealing with in this
work is to refute those who believed that infants cannot be called believers because they
do not have the use of reason. St. Augustine correctly teaches that even though validly
and legally baptized infants (baptized Catholic infants) cannot make an act of belief on
their own, they are truly believers because they are baptized into the Catholic Church by
the will of their guardians or sponsors.
Hence in this work St. Augustine defends the truth that baptized Catholic infants are
truly believers but does not take up the topic of infants baptized outside the Catholic
Church. When St. Augustine does teach about baptism outside the Catholic Church, he
teaches the opposite of what the heretics Spirago and Clark want you to believe he
teaches. St. Augustine teaches that all those “baptized in communions severed from the
Church” have their “sins…retained and their remission prevented”:
St. Augustine, On Baptism (Against the Donatists), Book 1: “[Chapter 3] 4. There
are two propositions, moreover, which we affirm, that baptism exists in the Catholic
Church and that in it alone can it be rightly received, both of which the Donatists
deny. Likewise there are two other propositions which we affirm, that baptism
exists among the Donatists but that with them it is not rightly received… [Chapter
12] 18. …Let them understand that men may be baptized in communions severed
from the Church, in which Christ’s baptism is given and received in the said
celebration of the sacrament, but that it will only then be of avail for the remission
of sins when the recipient, being reconciled to the unity of the Church, is purged
from the sacrilege of deceit by which his sins were retained and their remission
prevented… So…in the case of the man who, while an enemy to the peace and love
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of Christ, received in any heresy or schism the baptism of Christ, which the
schismatics in question had not lost from among them, though by his sacrilege his
sins were not remitted, yet when he corrects his error and comes over to the
communion and unity of the Church, he ought not to be again baptized: because by
his very reconciliation to the peace of the Church he receives this benefit, that the
sacrament now begins in unity to be of avail for the remission of his sins, which
could not so avail him as received in schism.”
St. Augustine, On Baptism (Against the Donatists), Book 4, Chapter 1: “1. The
comparison of the Church with Paradise shows us that men may indeed receive her
baptism outside her pale, but that no one outside can either receive or retain the
salvation of eternal happiness. For, as the words of Scripture testify, the streams
from the fountain of Paradise flowed copiously even beyond its bounds...
Accordingly, though the waters of Paradise are found beyond its boundaries, yet its
happiness is in Paradise alone. So, therefore, the baptism of the Church may exist
outside, but the gift of the life of happiness is found alone within the (Catholic)
Church, which has been founded on a rock, which has received the keys of binding
and loosing. She it is alone who holds as her privilege the whole power of her
Bridegroom and Lord; by virtue of which power as bride, she can bring forth sons
even of handmaids. And these, if they be not high-minded, shall be called into the
lot of the inheritance; but if they be high-minded, they shall remain outside.”
St. Augustine, Sermons on Selected Lessons of the New Testament, Sermon 21, On
the Words of the Gospel of Matthew 12:32: “32. …Wherefore whosoever are
baptized in the congregations or separations rather of schismatics or heretics
although they have not been born again of the Spirit…yet when they come to the
Catholic Church and are joined to the fellowship of the Spirit, which without the
Church they beyond doubt had not [the Spirit], the washing of the flesh is not
repeated in their case. For ‘this form of godliness’ was not wanting to them even
when they were without; but there is added to them ‘the Unity of the Spirit in the
bond of peace,’ which cannot be given but within. Before they were Catholics
indeed, they were as they of whom the Apostle says, ‘Having a form of godliness,
but denying the power thereof.’ For the visible form of the branch may exist even
when separated from the vine, but the invisible life of the root cannot be had but in
the vine. Wherefore the bodily sacraments, which even they who are separated from
the Unity of Christ’s Body bear and celebrate, may give ‘the form of godliness’; but
the invisible and spiritual power of godliness cannot in any wise be in them, just as
sensation does not accompany a man’s limb when it is amputated from the body. 33.
And since this is so, remission of sins, seeing it is not given but by the Holy Spirit,
can only be given in that Church which hath the Holy Spirit…”

In his Letter 98, to Boniface, St. Augustine again teaches that all persons baptized by
heretics do not get the grace of baptism because they were baptized outside the Catholic
Church:
St. Augustine, Letter 98: “5. …The sacrament of Christian baptism, being always
due and the same, is of value even when administered by heretics, and though not in
that case sufficing to secure to the baptized person participation in eternal life…”

Hence in the rest of St. Augustine’s Letter 98 when he speaks of infants as being
believers or regenerated or in a state of grace, he is speaking of infants that are baptized
in the Catholic Church. The two main points he makes regarding infants baptized into the
Catholic Church are as follows.
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First:
St. Augustine teaches the dogma that infants baptized into the Catholic Church do not
need to make an act of faith on their own to enter the Catholic Church and hence do not
have to wait until they attain the use of reason and make an act of faith to enter the
Catholic Church. He teaches this in paragraph 10:
St. Augustine, Letter 98: “10. Therefore an infant, although he is not yet a believer
in the sense of having that faith which includes the consenting will of those who
exercise it, nevertheless becomes a believer through the sacrament of that faith. For
as it is answered that he believes, so also he is called a believer, not because he
assents to the truth by an act of his own judgment, but because he receives the
sacrament of that truth. When, however, he begins to have the discretion of
manhood, he will not repeat the sacrament but understand its meaning and become
conformed to the truth which it contains, with his will also consenting. During the
time in which he is by reason of youth unable to do this, the sacrament will avail for
his protection against adverse powers, and will avail so much on his behalf, that if
before he arrives at the use of reason he depart from this life, he is delivered by
Christian help, namely, by the love of the Church commending him through this
sacrament unto God, from that condemnation which by one man entered into the
world. He who does not believe this, and thinks that it is impossible, is assuredly an
unbeliever although he may have received the sacrament of faith; and far before him
in merit is the infant which, though not yet possessing a faith helped by the
understanding, is not obstructing faith by any antagonism of the understanding and
therefore receives with profit the sacrament of faith.”

Second:
St. Augustine teaches that even if guardians get their infants baptized into the Catholic
Church for the wrong reasons, such as to heal a physical sickness, the infants nevertheless
get baptized into the Catholic Church and thus get all the gifts of baptism:
St. Augustine, Letter 98: “5. Some, indeed, bring their little ones for baptism, not in
the believing expectation that they shall be regenerated unto life eternal by spiritual
grace, but because they think that by this as a remedy the children may recover or
retain bodily health; but let not this disquiet your mind because their regeneration is
not prevented by the fact that this blessing has no place in the intention of those by
whom they are presented for baptism. For by these persons the ministerial actions
which are necessary are performed and the sacramental words are pronounced,
without which the infant cannot be consecrated to God…”

Hence even if a guardian gets his infant baptized into the Catholic Church for the
wrong reason, such as to cure its physical illness, the infant is still baptized in the
Catholic Church because the guardian did intend to get the infant baptized into the true
Catholic Church. (See in this book The intention of the guardian is what matters, p. 35.)
For more of St. Augustine’s teachings related to this topic, see in this book The
Allowable Opinion That Baptized Infants Get Their Faith from the Exterior Intention of
Their Guardians, p. 40.
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Third Council of Carthage (397 AD), the Fifth Council of Carthage (401 AD), and the
Code of Canons of the African Church (419 AD)
The Third Council of Carthage in 397 AD specifically refers to infants baptized in
heretical sects who later convert into the Catholic Church, which proves they were not
inside the Catholic Church as baptized infants. This below decree involves a dispute as to
whether heretics who were outside the Catholic Church from their infancy and then
convert and become Catholic when they attain the use of reason are irregular and thus
cannot be admitted to Holy Orders:
Third Council of Carthage, 397 AD: “In reference to the Donatists, it is resolved
that we do ask the advice of our brethren and fellow-bishops, Siricius and
Simplicianus, concerning those only who are in infancy baptized among them,
Whether in that which they have not done by their own judgment the error of their
parents shall hinder them, that when they by a wholesome purpose shall be
converted to the Church of God may not be promoted to be ministers of the holy
altar?”

Note carefully that this decree says that when “those…who are in infancy baptized
among [heretics]…shall be converted to the Church of God,” which proves they were
outside the Catholic Church as baptized infants.
The question of whether converts who were outside the Catholic Church from infancy
could be promoted to the ministry of the altar had already been settled by 401 AD, within
four years after the Third Council of Carthage, as proved by Canon 1 of the Fifth Council
of Carthage:
Fifth Council of Carthage, 401 AD: Canon 1 (57 in the Codex Can. Eccl. Afric.).
“Children of Donatists may, as has been already declared, be ordained after joining
the Church.5”6

These children baptized among the Donatists had to join the Catholic Church before
they could be ordained. This proves that they were not joined to the Catholic Church
previous to being received into the Catholic Church. In 419 AD, Canon 57 of the Code of
Canons of the African Church records this same decision—converts who were outside the
Catholic Church from infancy could be promoted to the ministry:
The Code of Canons of the African Church, held at Carthage, 419 AD: “Canon 57
[Greek 61] Since in the former council it was decreed, as your unanimity
remembers as well as I do, that those who as children were baptized by the
Donatists, and not yet being able to know the pernicious character of their error,
and afterward when they had come to the use of reason had received the knowledge
of the truth, abhorred their former error, and were received (in accordance with the
ancient order) by the imposition of the hand into the Catholic Church of God
spread throughout the world, that to such the remembrance of the error ought to be
no impediment to the reception of the clerical office… They are but one after all, as
the blessed Apostle tells us, saying: ‘One God, one faith, one baptism,’ and it is not
lawful to reiterate what once only ought to be administered. [Those therefore who
have been so baptized] having anathematized their error may be received by the
imposition of the hand into the one Church, the pillar as it is called, and the one
mother of all Christians, where all these Sacraments are received unto salvation and
5

Footnote 6: “Van Espen (Commentar. In Canones, etc. Colon. 1755, pp. 340, sqq.) gives an explanation of this and
the following canons.”
6
From A History of the Christian Councils, by Rev. Hefele, v. 2, bk. 8, sec. 113, p. 422.
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everlasting life, even the same sacraments which obtain for those persevering in
heresy the heavy penalty of damnation.”7

Note very carefully that this canon teaches that the “children…baptized by the
Donatists” did not have the use of reason and thus were baptized non-Catholic infants.
Not until they “had come to the use of reason” and “had received the knowledge of the
truth” and were “received…into the Catholic Church” did they enter the Catholic Church;
hence they were not inside the Catholic Church as baptized infants. Because these
converts were outside the Catholic Church from infancy, they were granted the favor of
being eligible to obtain Orders (the ministry of the altar). Whereas, adults who “were
baptized by the Donatists” and then converted into the Catholic Church were irregular
and thus could not obtain Orders according to this disciplinary law.
Note also that this Canon 57 says that only in the “one Church” (the Catholic Church)
the “sacraments are received unto salvation and everlasting life” and that all those
baptized outside the Catholic Church incur “the heavy penalty of damnation,” which can
only be lifted if they enter the Catholic Church. The Council of Trullo in 692 AD speaks
of “salvation-bearing baptism” and thus implies that there is a non-salvation-bearing
baptism, which is administered outside the Catholic Church:
Council of Trullo (aka The Quinisext Council), 692 AD: “Canon 53. Whereas the
spiritual relationship is greater than fleshly affinity; and since it has come to our
knowledge that in some places certain persons who become sponsors to children in
holy salvation-bearing baptism, afterwards contract matrimony with their mothers
(being widows), we decree that for the future nothing of this sort is to be done. But
if any, after the present canon, shall be observed to do this, they must, in the first
place, desist from this unlawful marriage, and then be subjected to the penalties of
fornicators.”8

Even though these decrees from the Third and Fifth Councils of Carthage and The
Code of Canons of the African Church are fallible, the fact that there was no dispute over
their teaching that infants baptized in heretical sects are outside the Catholic Church is
one proof that this was believed by every Catholic at that time, which was reflected in the
Catholic Church’s law of receiving infants baptized in heretical sects into the Catholic
Church. Not only was this believed by every Catholic at this time but more importantly it
was also believed by every Church Father, and thus it is an ordinary magisterium dogma
that infants baptized outside the Catholic Church are indeed outside the Catholic Church
and thus do not get the remission of their sins.
Ecumenical Council of Chalcedon (451 AD)
In 451 AD the infallible Council of Chalcedon teaches that children “baptized among
the heretics” must be brought into the communion of the Catholic Church, which proves
they were not in communion with the Catholic Church previously:
Council of Chalcedon, 451 AD: “Canon 14. Since in certain provinces it is
permitted to the readers and singers to marry, the holy Synod has decreed that it
shall not be lawful for any of them to take a wife that is heterodox. But those who
have already begotten children of such a marriage, if they have already had their
7
8

Found in Dionysius Exiguus, Codex Can. Migne, Pat. Lat., Tom. lxvii, col. 182.
Labbe and Cossart, Concilia, Tom. VI, col. 1135 et seqq.
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children baptized among the heretics, must bring them into the communion of the
Catholic Church; but if they have not had them baptized, they may not hereafter
baptize them among heretics, nor give them in marriage to a heretic, or a Jew, or a
heathen, unless the person marrying the orthodox child shall promise to come over
to the orthodox faith. And if any one shall transgress this decree of the Holy Synod,
let him be subjected to canonical censure.”

Hence it is a dogma that “children baptized among the heretics” must be brought “into
the communion of the Catholic Church” and thus are outside the Catholic Church. They
are baptized non-Catholic children. In order to enter the Catholic Church and thus have
their sins remitted, these “children baptized among the heretics” must be brought “into
the communion of the Catholic Church.” If “children baptized among the heretics” were
in communion with the Catholic Church, then this infallible decree would be sinful,
harmful, and erroneous for banning children from being baptized among the heretics—
“they may not hereafter baptize them [children] among heretics”—because it would
prevent these children from having their sins remitted and entering the Catholic Church.
The obvious meaning of the word “children” in this infallible decree is all children and
thus children who do not have the use of reason and children who do have the use of
reason. To interpret it to mean only children who have the use of reason would be of
extreme bad will. But because this infallible decree does not specifically say infants or
children without the use of reason, one could argue that they are not included in this
decree and thus would not be a heretic, according to this infallible decree alone, for
believing that infants baptized in heretical sects are inside the Catholic Church and hence
get their sins remitted. However, such a one would be a heretic for denying the ordinary
magisterium dogma that infants baptized in heretical sects are outside the Catholic
Church and hence do not get their sins remitted.
But there can be no legitimate argument that this infallible decree does not apply to
children with the use of reason. Hence it is a solemn magisterium dogma that children
with the use of reason who are baptized among heretics (among non-Catholic sects,
churches, or religions) are outside the Catholic Church and thus do not get their sins
remitted until they are brought into the communion of the Catholic Church.
Church Father Pope Saint Leo the Great (440-461 AD)
Pope St. Leo the Great, Letter 166, to Neon, Bishop of Ravenna, 458 AD: “Baptism
by heretics must not be invalidated by second baptism. But if it can be proved that
any such person has been baptized, though by heretics, let the sacrament of
regeneration be by no means reiterated on him; but let that only which was wanting
there be now added, that he have the imposition of hands by the bishop for the
obtaining the grace of the Holy Spirit…”

Pope St. Leo the Great makes no distinction for infants or adults and thus includes
both. He says “any such person” baptized by heretics does not get the grace of the Holy
Spirit until he enters the Catholic Church by “the imposition of hands by the bishop.”
Church Father Saint Fulgentius (468-533 AD)
St. Fulgentius, The Forgiveness of Sins, Book 1, Section 19, 6th century: “2. Anyone
who is outside this Church, which received the keys of the kingdom of heaven, is
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walking a path not to heaven but to hell. He is not approaching the home of eternal
life; rather, he is hastening to the torment of eternal death. And this is the case not
only if he remains a pagan without Baptism, but even if, after having been baptized
in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, he continue as a
heretic. ...For he is saved by the Sacrament of Baptism, whom the unity of love
holds within the Catholic Church up to his passing from this present life.”
St. Fulgentius, The Rule of Faith, To Peter: “43. …Anyone who receives the
sacrament of Baptism, whether in the Catholic Church or in a heretical or schismatic
one, receives the whole sacrament; but salvation, which is the strength of the
Sacrament, he will not have, if he has had that Sacrament outside the Catholic
Church. He must, therefore, return to the Church, not so that he might receive again
the Sacrament of Baptism, which no one dare repeat in any baptized person, but so
that he may receive eternal life in Catholic society, for the obtaining of which no
one is suited who, even with the Sacrament of Baptism, remains estranged from the
Catholic Church… 79. Hold most firmly and never doubt in the least that outside
the Catholic Church the Sacrament of Baptism cannot be of any profit; nay, just as
within the Church salvation is conferred through the Sacrament of Baptism upon
those who believe rightly, so too, outside the Catholic Church, ruin is heaped up for
those who were baptized by that same Baptism, if they do not return to the
Church… 80. Hold most firmly and never doubt in the least that no person baptized
outside the Catholic Church can become a participant of eternal life if, before the
end of this life, he has not returned and been incorporated in the Catholic Church.”

Church Father Pope Saint Gregory the Great (590-604 AD)
Pope St. Gregory the Great teaches that all those who are baptized into heretical sects
do not have the remission of their sins until they convert into the Catholic Church. But he
also teaches that these persons are validly baptized and thus have the indelible mark and
therefore are not to be rebaptized if they convert into the Catholic Church:
Pope St. Gregory the Great, epistle Quia Charitati to the bishops of Spain, 601 AD:
“From the ancient institution of the Fathers we have learned that those who are
baptized in the name of the Trinity, although amid heresy, whenever they return to
the holy Church, may be recalled to the bosom of their mother the Church either
with the anointing of chrism, or the imposition of hands, or with a profession of
faith alone…, because the holy baptism, which they received among the heretics, at
that time restores the power of cleansing in them when they have been united to the
holy faith and the heart of the universal Church.” (D. 249)

Pope St. Gregory the Great makes no distinction for infants or adults and thus includes
both. He says “those who are baptized…amid heresy.” And elsewhere he explicitly
teaches that infants are included among children baptized outside the Catholic Church
who do not get the remission of sins until they are received into the Catholic Church:
Pope St. Gregory the Great, Register of Letters (Registrum Episolarum), Book 1,
Epistle 17, To All the Bishops of Italy: “…Warn all the Lombards in your districts,
seeing that grievous mortality is everywhere imminent, that they should reconcile
these their children who have been baptized in Arian heresy to the Catholic faith,
and so appease the wrath of the Almighty Lord which hangs over them. Warn, then,
those whom you can; with all the power of persuasion you possess seize on them,
and bring them to a right faith; preach to them eternal life without end; that, when
you shall come into the sight of the strict Judge, you may be able, in consequence of
your solicitude, to shew in your own persons a shepherd’s gains.”
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St. Gregory the Great, Epistle 37, To Bishop Columbus: “Gregory to Columbus,
Bishop of Numidia, …Furthermore, a thing altogether hard to be borne and hostile
to the right faith has come to our ears; namely, that Catholics (which is awful to be
told) and religious persons (which is worse) consent to their children and their
slaves or others whom they have in their power being baptized in the heresy of the
Donatists. And so, if this is true, let your Fraternity study with all your power to
correct it, to the end that the purity of the faith may through your solicitude stand
inviolate and innocent souls who might be saved by Catholic baptism perish not
from the infection of heretics. Whosoever, then, of the persons above mentioned has
suffered any one belonging to him to be baptized among the Donatists, study with
all your power, and with all urgency, to recall such to the Catholic faith. But, if any
one of such persons should under any pretext endure the doing of this thing in the
case of such as are his in the future, let him be cut off entirely from the communion
of the clergy.”

Hence Pope St. Gregory the Great teaches that innocent souls (infants) who do not
receive “Catholic baptism” and thus receive baptism in heretical sects perish “from the
infection of heretics.” By “innocent souls,” then, Pope St. Gregory means innocent
because infants cannot commit a sin by their own power. But he does not mean that they
are not guilty of original sin or even possibly the mortal sin of heresy because he says
that these infants (these innocent souls) will perish “from the infection of the heretics.”
(See in this book The Allowable Opinion That Baptized Infants Get Their Faith from the
Exterior Intention of Their Guardians, p. 40.)
Pope St. Gregory, then, teaches that infants “baptized in the heresy of the Donatists”
will perish “from the infection of the heretics” if they die before being recalled to the
Catholic faith and entering the Catholic Church. Therefore Pope St. Gregory the Great
teaches that infants who receive Catholic baptism are in the way of salvation but infants
baptized in the heresy of the Donatists or any other non-Catholic sect or religion are not
in the way of salvation and thus are baptized non-Catholic infants:
St. Gregory the Great, Epistles, Book 11, Epistle 67, Gregory to Quiricus, Bishop,
and the other Catholic bishops in Hiberia: “And indeed we have learnt from the
ancient institution of the Fathers that whosoever among heretics are baptized in the
name of the Trinity, when they return to holy Church, may be recalled to the bosom
of mother Church either by unction of chrism, or by imposition of hands, or by
profession of the faith only. Hence the West reconciles Arians to the holy Catholic
Church by imposition of hands, but the East by the unction of holy chrism. But
Monophysites and others are received by a true confession only, because holy
baptism, which they have received among heretics, then acquires in them the power
of cleansing when either the former receive the Holy Spirit by imposition of hands,
or the latter are united to the bowels of the holy and universal Church by reason of
their confession of the true faith.”

Hence Pope St. Gregory teaches that all those who were baptized “among heretics” do
not get the grace of the Holy Spirit and thus the remission of their sins, “the power of
cleansing.” He teaches that they only get these things if they enter the Catholic Church.
Note that Pope St. Gregory mentions three ways baptized converts who were never
Catholic are received into the Catholic Church—“by unction of chrism” or “by
imposition of hands” or “by profession of the faith only.” Hence the unction of chrism
mentioned by him is not the sacrament of confirmation any more than the imposition of
hands or the profession of faith is. The gifts of the Holy Spirit given by each of these
methods of receiving baptized converts are membership in the Catholic Church;
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sanctifying grace; the remission of sins; and the virtues of faith, hope, and charity. They
do not bestow the indelible mark because these baptized converts already got the
indelible mark when they were baptized into their heretical sects.
Bonaventure (1221-1274 AD)
Bonaventure, Breviloquium, Part 6, Chapter 5, On the Administration of the
Sacraments: “1. …Once these conditions [intention and Orders] are present, the
sacraments may be conferred by either the good or the wicked, the faithful or the
heretical, within the Church or outside it: but within the Church, they are conferred
both in fact and in effect, while outside it, although conferred in fact, they are not
effective… 4. …But because none may be saved outside the communion of faith
and love which makes us children and members of the Church, whenever the
sacraments are received outside it, they are received with no effect toward salvation,
although they are true sacraments. They may become effective, however, when the
recipient returns to Holy Mother Church, the only Bride of Christ, whose sons are
the only ones Christ the Spouse deems worthy of the eternal inheritance.”

Form of receiving Protestant converts born outside the Catholic Church (1859 AD)
The 1859 Form of Receiving Converts into the Catholic Church is used for Protestants
who were never Catholic previous to being Protestants. It proves that they were outside
the Catholic Church as baptized infants by referring to them as being “born outside the
Catholic Church”:
Forma Receptionis Neo-Conversi, 1859: “I, N. N., having before my eyes the holy
Gospels, which I touch with my hand, and knowing that no one can be saved
without that faith which the Holy, Catholic, Apostolic, Roman Church holds,
believes, and teaches; against which I grieve that I have greatly erred, inasmuch as,
having been born outside that Church, I have held and believed doctrines opposed to
her teaching…”9

Hence these Protestants were never inside the Catholic Church as infants nor until they
took the above abjuration. Thus the practice of the Catholic Church in receiving baptized
converts into the Catholic Church who were never Catholic proves that infants baptized
in non-Catholic Churches or religions are outside the Catholic Church and thus are said to
be “born outside the Catholic Church.”
Catholic Church’s law of not burying in the Church infants baptized outside the
Catholic Church
The Catholic Church’s law and practice of forbidding dead infants who were baptized
in non-Catholic sects, churches, or religions to be buried in the Catholic Church is
another proof that these infants were not Catholic, not inside the Catholic Church, and did
not have their sins remitted. If they were Catholic, then this law and practice would be
evil for not burying these infants in the Catholic Church. If Catholic popes, Church
Fathers, bishops, theologians, and laymen believed that infants baptized in non-Catholic
9

Rescript of the Holy Office, July 20, 1859, to the Bishop of Philadelphia.
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sects, churches, or religions are inside the Catholic Church, then they should have buried
these dead baptized infants inside the Catholic Church.
The Council of Trent in correct context regarding infant baptism
In context, the following infallible decree from the Council of Trent applies only to
infants baptized in the Catholic Church:
Council of Trent, Canons on Baptism, 16th century: “Canon 13. If anyone shall say
that infants, because they have not actual faith, after having received baptism are
not to be numbered among the faithful and therefore when they have reached the
years of discretion are to be rebaptized, or that it is better that their baptism be
omitted than that they, while not believing by their own act, be baptized in the faith
of the Church alone: let him be anathema.” (D. 869)

This decree condemns the heresy that infants baptized in the Catholic Church were not
to be “numbered among the faithful” and therefore had to be rebaptized when they
“reached the years of discretion” and made an act of faith by their own freewill. And it
condemns as heresy the belief that although infants baptized into the Catholic Church are
numbered among the faithful, it is best to let them wait until they attain the use of reason
and make an act of faith on their own before receiving the sacrament of baptism. But this
decree does not address the topic of infants being baptized outside the Catholic Church.
The following infallible decree from the Council of Trent condemns as heresy the
opinion that infants are not born with original sin and thus do not need to be baptized or,
as the Pelagian heretics believed, that they need to be baptized to enter Heaven but not
for the remission of original sin:
Council of Trent, Decree on Original Sin, 1546: “If anyone denies that infants
newly born from their mothers’ wombs…derive nothing of original sin from Adam,
which must be expiated by the laver of regeneration for the attainment of life
everlasting, and that whence it follows that in them the form of baptism for the
remission of sins is understood to be not true but false, let him be anathema. For
what the Apostle has said: ‘By one man sin entered into the world, and by sin death,
and so death passed upon all men, in whom all have sinned’ [Rom. 5:12] is not to be
understood otherwise than as the Catholic Church spread everywhere has always
understood it. For by reason of this rule of faith from a tradition of the apostles even
infants, who could not as yet commit any sins of themselves, are for this reason
truly baptized for the remission of sins, so that in them there may be washed away
by regeneration what they have contracted by generation. ‘For unless a man be born
again of water and the Holy Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God’ [John
3:5].” (D. 791)

This infallible decree does not address, one way or the other, infants baptized outside
the Catholic Church.
Therefore, when the Council of Trent uses the word “infants” in relation to the
sacrament of baptism, it does not literally mean all infants but only infants preparing to
enter the Catholic Church unless otherwise noted. In the same way, infallible decrees that
use the word “adults” in relation to the sacrament of baptism do not literally mean all
adults but only adults preparing to enter the Catholic Church (catechumens) unless
otherwise noted:
Pope Clement V, Council of Vienne, 1311-1312: “Besides, one baptism which
regenerates all who are baptized in Christ must be faithfully confessed by all just as
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‘one God and one faith’ [Eph. 4:5], which celebrated in water in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit we believe to be commonly the perfect
remedy for salvation for adults as for children.” (D. 482)

This infallible decree does not literally mean all adults, even though it may seem so. It
only refers to adults preparing to enter the Catholic Church because it is a dogma that
adults who get baptized into heretical sects do not get the remission of sins and thus are
not in the way of salvation.10 Likewise, infallible decrees regarding infants and the
sacrament of baptism refer only to infants preparing to enter the Catholic Church unless
otherwise stated.
Pope Leo XIII contradicts ordinary magisterium on infants baptized outside
the Catholic Church
The below teaching of Pope Leo XIII is fallible and hence can and does contain error.
He teaches that the sacrament of baptism used outside the Catholic Church is fruitful for
infants and thus remits their sins. Hence he denies the ordinary magisterium dogma that
infants baptized in heretical sects are outside the Catholic Church and thus do not get
their sins remitted:
Pope Leo XIII, Exima Nos Laetitia, 1903: “The Sacraments, which some people
keep and use outside the unity of Christ, can preserve the appearance of piety; but
the invisible and spiritual virtue of true piety cannot abide there any more than
feeling can remain in an amputated part of your body. …They no longer have the
Sacraments, with the exception of Baptism, which they confer, so it is said, without
ceremonies on children; a fruitful baptism for the children provided that, once the
age of reason is reached, they do not embrace the schism.”

Therefore the wicked and evil Pope Leo XIII was a heretic for denying the ordinary
magisterium dogma that infants baptized in heretical sects are outside the Catholic
Church and thus do not get “fruitful baptism” because they do not get the grace of
baptism and hence do not get the remission of their sins. Because this dogma is a deeper
dogma, public proof is needed to know if Pope Leo XIII was a material heretic or a
formal heretic regarding this deeper dogma he denied. If public evidence exists which
proves that his denial of this ordinary magisterium dogma was culpable, then he would
have automatically lost his office because public formal heretics cannot hold offices in
the Catholic Church. And if he was a public formal heretic for doubting or denying any
other dogma, he would also have automatically lost his office. (See RJMI book Loss of
Office: Public Formal Heretics Cannot Hold Offices.)
This is just one more of Pope Leo XIII’s many sinful teachings. He contradicts the
unanimous consensus of the Church Fathers and the perennial laws of the Catholic
Church in receiving these baptized infants into the Catholic Church and not burying them
in the Catholic Church if they die before entering the Catholic Church. And the evil Pope
Leo XIII contradicts all of the truly great and good popes, such as Pope St. Leo the Great
and Pope St. Gregory the Great. You can stack up one billion teachings from the
scholastics and other modern theologians and modern wicked popes from the 13th century
onward and they cannot replace or overthrow or eradicate one solemn magisterium
10

See RJMI book Faith before the Mass and Sacraments: Council of Trent’s “all priests” means non-excommunicated
Catholic priests only.
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dogma infallibly defined by popes or one ordinary magisterium dogma infallibly defined
by the unanimous consensus of the Church Fathers or one natural magisterium dogma
infallibly defined by the natural law:
“Therefore, brethren, stand fast; and hold the traditions which you have learned,
whether by word, or by our epistle.” (2 Thes. 2:14)
“Dearly beloved, taking all care to write unto you concerning your common
salvation, I was under a necessity to write unto you: to beseech you to contend
earnestly for the faith once delivered to the saints.” (Jude 1:3)
“As for you, let that which you have heard from the beginning, abide in you. If that
abide in you, which you have heard from the beginning, you also shall abide in the
Son, and in the Father.” (1 Jn. 2:24)

Infants Baptized outside the Catholic Church Are Not Sanctified
Guilt of those who deny or doubt this ordinary magisterium dogma
It is an ordinary magisterium dogma, which thus was taught by the unanimous
consensus of the Church Fathers, that infants baptized into non-Catholic entities get only
the indelible mark and hence do not get the other gifts of baptism. They are outside the
Catholic Church, not Catholic, and on the broad road to hell. Because this ordinary
magisterium dogma is a deeper dogma, Catholics who inculpably doubt or deny it are
only material heretics. However, so-called Catholics who culpably doubt or deny it are
formal heretics. To be a formal heretic, a so-called Catholic would either have to have
access to the teachings of the Church Fathers regarding this topic and then make a
diligent study of it (as presented in this book) and then reject the evidence or he would
have to have a good reason to investigate the topic and not do so when time and resources
permit.
Infants baptized outside the Catholic Church get only the indelible mark
Infants baptized into the Catholic Church get all the gifts of baptism. Whereas, infants
baptized outside the Catholic Church and thus into non-Catholic entities get only the
indelible mark and hence do not get membership in the Catholic Church; sanctifying
grace; the remission of sins and the punishment due to their sins; or the virtues of faith,
hope, and charity. They only get these other gifts if they enter the Catholic Church. If
God allowed infants baptized outside the Catholic Church to enter the Catholic Church
and have their sins remitted and thus be in the way of salvation, then God would not only
be encouraging the illegal and sacrilegious use of the sacrament of baptism outside the
Catholic Church but would be demanding it as a good and necessary thing in order to
place these infants in a state of grace. Thus God would be the author of the mortal sins of
schism and sacrilege and would undermine the Catholic Church and Her sacraments. But
God does not sin and “hath commanded no man to do wickedly, and he hath given no
man license to sin.” (Eclcus. 15:21) Hence infants baptized outside the Catholic Church
and thus into non-Catholic entities are in the same condition as adults baptized outside
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the Catholic Church and thus into non-Catholic entities. Both have the indelible mark,
and both only get the other gifts of baptism if they enter the Catholic Church.
How infants are baptized into or outside the Catholic Church
The intention of the guardian is what matters
A child or adult with the use of reason is baptized into or outside the Catholic Church
according to his own freewill intention. If he intends to be baptized into the true Catholic
Church, then he is baptized into the Catholic Church. If he intends to be baptized into a
non-Catholic entity, then he is baptized outside the Catholic Church and thus becomes a
member of that non-Catholic entity:
A Practical Commentary on the Code of Canon Law [hereafter PCC], by Woywod
and Smith, Commentary on Canon 1099: “In the case of persons baptized as adults
there is not much difficulty in determining whether they were baptized in the
Catholic Church, for their own declared will and intention to become Catholics
suffices to prove that they were baptized in the Catholic Church… An adult cannot
become a member of the Church as a divinely instituted organization except by his
own freewill. Wherefore, his declared will and intention in receiving baptism must
decide whether he joins the Catholic Church or some other denomination.”

However, an infant cannot intend or desire or will to be baptized into or outside the
Catholic Church. Hence an infant gets the desire or intention to be baptized into the
Catholic Church or outside the Catholic Church from its guardian or from its last
guardian if it has no guardian. The laws of the Catholic Church governing valid and legal
marriages distinguish between baptized persons who were Catholic at any time in their
life previous to their marriage and baptized persons who were never Catholic and thus
were not baptized in the Catholic Church as infants or adults and remained outside the
Catholic Church. Canon 1099, § 1, decrees that anyone who was Catholic at any time in
his life (either currently or was Catholic and fell away) previous to his marriage is bound
to observe the canonical form of marriage:
1917 Code of Canon Law, Canon 1099, § 1: “The following persons are bound to
observe the above stated form of marriage: (1) All persons baptized in the Catholic
Church and converts from heresy or schism (even though they afterwards lapsed
from the Church), whenever they contract marriage among themselves…”

Consequently, any baptized person who was never Catholic in his life is not bound to
observe the canonical form of marriage. This includes infants who were baptized in
heretical sects, such as the Lutheran Church, and remained in the heretical sect to the day
of their marriage. What determines if the infant is baptized into the Catholic Church or
not and hence is Catholic or not is the intention or desire of the guardian when the infant
is baptized:
St. Augustine, On Baptism, Book 4, Chapter 24, 400 AD: “31: Since others respond
for children, so that the celebration of the sacrament may be complete for them, it is
certainly availing to them for their consecration, because they themselves are not
able to respond. But if someone were to respond on behalf of a person who could
answer for himself, it would not likewise be of avail.”
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St. Augustine, On Merit and Forgiveness of Sins and Baptism of Infants, Book 1,
Chapter 25, 412 AD: “…Infants…are rightly called believers, because they in a
certain sense profess faith by the words of their parents…”
PCC, Commentary on Canon 1099: “In the case of children baptized before they
come to the age of discretion, it is frequently difficult to determine whether they are
baptized in the Catholic Church. Infants cannot exercise their own wills, wherefore
the parents or legitimate guardians are the persons entitled and obliged to procure
the grace of baptism for their charges (cfr. commentary under Canon 1070).”

Hence an infant whose guardian intends to baptize it into the Catholic Church gets
baptized into the Catholic Church and thus is a baptized Catholic infant. Conversely, an
infant whose guardian intends to baptize it in a heretical sect, such as the Anglican
Church, gets baptized outside the Catholic Church and thus is a baptized non-Catholic
infant. The desire or intention of the guardian, then, to baptize his infant into the true
Catholic Church or not is what makes the baptized infant Catholic or not.
The intention of the infant’s guardian and not the minister of baptism is what
determines whether or not the infant is baptized into the Catholic Church. For example,
an infant who has Catholic parents is in danger of death and gets baptized by a pagan.
Even though the minister is not Catholic, the infant is baptized into the Catholic Church
because its Catholic parents’ intention was to baptize their infant into the true Catholic
Church:
PCC, Commentary on Canon 1070: “The term ‘baptized in the Catholic Church’
creates some difficulty, especially in cases of baptism administered by lay persons.
In the first place, if the father and mother, or at least one of them, are Catholics and
adhere to the Church, the infant baptized at the request of the Catholic party by a
non-Catholic doctor or nurse in a case of emergency may still be considered
baptized in the Catholic Church, for there is but one baptism, and whether the
reception of that baptism means the joining of the Catholic Church or some nonCatholic denomination depends on the will of the person who has the right and duty
to care for the welfare of the infant…”

Pope Benedict XIV in his epistle Postremo Menses on the baptism of Jewish children
teaches that the guardian’s will or intention for his infant determines if his infant is
baptized in the Catholic Church or outside the Catholic Church:
Pope Benedict XIV, Postremo Menses, to Viceregent in the City, 1747: “After we
have explained the most obvious cases in which this rule of ours prohibits the
baptizing of Hebrew children against the wishes of their parents, we add some other
declarations pertaining to this rule, the first of which is this: If parents are lacking,
but the infants have been entrusted to the guardianship of a Hebrew, they can in no
way be lawfully baptized without the assent of the guardian, since all the authority
of the parents has passed to the guardians…” (D. 1486)

If there are two guardians, the will of the Catholic guardian prevails:
Ibid: “15. The second is this, if the father should enlist in the Christian militia and
order his infant son to be baptized, he should be baptized, even though the Hebrew
mother protests, since the child must be considered to be not under the power of the
mother but under that of the father… 16. The third is this, that although the mother
does not have her children under her own right, nevertheless, if she belongs to the
Christian faith and offers her child for baptism, although the Hebrew father protests,
nevertheless, the child should be cleansed by the water of baptism… 17. The fourth
is that, if it is a certainty that the will of parents is necessary for the baptism of
children, since under the name of parent a paternal grandfather also is included, then
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it necessarily follows that, if the paternal grandfather has embraced the Catholic
faith and brings his grandchild to the font of saving water, although the Hebrew
mother objects, when the father is dead, nevertheless, the child should be baptized
without hesitation…”

Hence the intention of the guardian or of the last guardian if there is no current
guardian is what determines if an infant is baptized into the Catholic Church or outside
the Catholic Church. If the guardian intends to baptize the infant into the true Catholic
Church, then the infant gets all the gifts of baptism. If the guardian intends to baptize the
infant outside the true Catholic Church, then the infant gets only the indelible mark.


For example, both of an infant’s Anglican parents die in an accident and their
infant is wounded and dying. A pagan validly baptizes the infant. The infant is
baptized into the Anglican Church because its last guardians were Anglicans who
would have intended to baptize the infant into the Anglican Church. And if the
baptized non-Catholic infant dies, it would be damned to hell for all eternity.



For example, both of an infant’s Anglican parents die in an accident and a
Catholic adopts the infant and has it baptized. The baptized infant is Catholic
because its Catholic guardian intended for it to be baptized into the true Catholic
Church.

The objective reality of the Church or religion is what matters
The objective reality of the Church or religion that the guardian intends to baptize the
infant into is what matters, not what the guardian thinks is the Catholic Church. Hence
for an infant to be baptized into the Catholic Church, the Church that the guardian intends
to baptize his infant into must be the true Catholic Church and not a false Catholic
Church or false Catholic religion.


For example, an Anglican thinks the Anglican Church is the true Catholic Church.
But the objective reality is that the Anglican Church is not the true Catholic
Church. Hence all infants baptized into the Anglican Church are baptized into a
non-Catholic Church and thus baptized outside the Catholic Church.



For example, St. Catherine’s Roman Catholic church is a local church that says it
belongs to the Catholic Church and says it is submissive to the Roman Pontiff.
Now if St. Catherine’s Roman Catholic church teaches a heresy that doubts or
denies a basic dogma to its flock, then the objective reality is that it is not a
Catholic church but a heretical and thus non-Catholic church and hence does not
belong to the true Catholic Church. Therefore a guardian who intends to baptize
his infant in St. Catherine’s Roman Catholic church baptizes his infant outside the
Catholic Church.
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The exterior and not interior intention of the guardian is what matters
The exterior intention of the guardian is what matters, not his interior intention. Hence
the guardian’s exterior intention to baptize his infant into the true Catholic Church or
outside the Catholic Church is what determines if the infant gets all the gifts of baptism
or only the indelible mark.


For example, a Freemason who infiltrated the Catholic Church and thus pretends
to be Catholic wants to baptize his infant into the true Catholic Church in order to
not arouse suspicion and to use the infant as an infiltrator when it attains the use
of reason. Even though the Freemason does not interiorly intend that his infant
become a true Catholic, his exterior intention is that his infant be baptized into the
true Catholic Church. Hence when his infant gets baptized it gets all the gifts of
baptism because its Freemason guardian’s exterior intention prevails.

The exterior intention of the guardian manifests itself either by the guardian’s own
words or by his act of taking his infant to a true Catholic church to be baptized or to a
minister authorized by the Catholic Church.


For example, when the above mentioned Freemason guardian presents his infant
to St. Joseph’s Catholic church to be baptized and this church is a true Catholic
church, then his exterior intention is manifest by his act of having his infant
baptized in St. Joseph’s Catholic church. Hence his infant gets baptized into the
true Catholic Church and thus gets all the gifts of baptism.



For example, if St. Joseph’s Catholic church is a true Catholic church and the
Freemason guardian says that he wants his infant to be baptized in St. Joseph’s
Catholic church, then his exterior intention to baptize his infant into the true
Catholic Church is manifest by his own words. Hence if the infant is in danger of
death and is baptized at home and dies, the infant was baptized into the true
Catholic Church and thus got all the gifts of baptism because the guardian’s
exterior intention was to baptize the infant into the true Catholic Church.

The faith of the guardian does not matter
Not even the faith of the guardian matters, as in the above case with the Freemason,
but only the exterior intention of the guardian to baptize his infant into the true Catholic
Church or not.


For example, a guardian attends Mass at St. Joseph’s Catholic church and this
church is a true Catholic church. However, the guardian is an occult formal
heretic and thus outside the Catholic Church and not a true Catholic. But
nevertheless this non-Catholic guardian’s infant can be baptized into the true
Catholic Church as long as its non-Catholic guardian intends to baptize the infant
into the true Catholic Church, such as by actually having the infant baptized in St.
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Joseph’s church or by saying he wants his infant baptized in St. Joseph’s church
but baptizes it at home because it is in danger of death.
Catholic Church’s ban on baptizing infants of non-Catholics
If infants validly baptized outside the Catholic Church were to get all the gifts of
baptism and hence be Catholic and in a state of grace, then the Catholic Church should
promote the use of the sacrament of baptism outside the Catholic Church in these cases.
And if infants baptized by Catholics contrary to the will of their non-Catholic guardians
could get all the gifts of baptism, then Catholics would be obliged to baptize as many
infants of non-Catholics as possible, even by stealth. By doing this these baptized infants
who die before they attain the use of reason would be saved. Yet the Catholic Church
dogmatically forbids both of these things. She forbids the use of the sacrament of
baptism, as well as any other sacrament, outside the Catholic Church for both infants and
adults:11
St. Augustine, On Baptism (Against the Donatists), Book 1, Chapter 2: “3. …We do
not therefore say to them [the Donatists], ‘Abstain from giving baptism,’ but
‘Abstain from giving it in schism.’ Nor do we say to those whom we see them on
the point of baptizing, ‘Do not receive the baptism,’ but ‘Do not receive it in
schism.’ ”

And the Catholic Church also forbids Catholics to baptize infants contrary to the will
of their non-Catholic guardians:
Pope Benedict XIV, Postremo Menses, to Viceregent in the City, 1747: “After we
have explained the most obvious cases in which this rule of ours prohibits the
baptizing of Hebrew children against the wishes of their parents, we add some other
declarations pertaining to this rule, the first of which is this: If parents are lacking,
but the infants have been entrusted to the guardianship of a Hebrew, they can in no
way be lawfully baptized without the assent of the guardian, since all the authority
of the parents has passed to the guardians…” (D. 1486)

If infants baptized contrary to the will of their non-Catholic guardians or baptized
outside the Catholic Church were to get all the gifts of baptism and hence be in a state of
grace, then these dogmatic laws and practices of the Catholic Church would be mortally
sinful for depriving these infants of sanctifying grace and, even worse, for sending them
to hell if they die unbaptized because of these laws. Hence this is just more proof that
infants baptized outside the Catholic Church do not get all the gifts of baptism but get
only the indelible mark and that infants get baptized into or outside the Catholic Church
by the external intention of their guardians.
How baptized non-Catholic infants enter the Catholic Church
When a baptized non-Catholic infant gets a Catholic guardian and its new guardian
exteriorly intends that his infant be Catholic and enrolls it in the Catholic Church, then
the infant enters the Catholic Church and gets all the other gifts of baptism of
membership in the Catholic Church; the remission of all its sins and the punishment due
11

See in this book God curses ministers and recipients who use the sacraments outside the Catholic Church, p. 15.
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to its sins; and the virtues of faith, hope, and charity. If an authorized Catholic minister is
not available to enroll the infant in the Catholic Church, then the infant enters the
Catholic Church by the external intention of the Catholic guardian.
A baptized non-Catholic infant can also enter the Catholic Church and thus get all the
other gifts of baptism when he attains the use of reason, learns about and believes in the
true Catholic faith and the true Catholic Church, and then enters the true Catholic Church
by abjuration in the form of a specific abjuration or a profession of faith.

The Allowable Opinion That Baptized Infants Get Their Faith
from the Exterior Intention of Their Guardians
Hence baptized non-Catholic infants are not only formal schismatics but also
formal heretics, and baptized Catholic infants can fall outside the Catholic
Church
It is an allowable opinion that infants that are already baptized also get their belief and
faith from the exterior intention of their guardians. Hence whatever belief or faith the
guardians exteriorly intend for their baptized infants is what their baptized infants are.
Therefore baptized Catholic infants can become baptized non-Catholic infants, and
baptized non-Catholic infants can become baptized Catholic infants. For example, if a
baptized Catholic infant’s Catholic guardian becomes Protestant and then exteriorly
intends that his infant be a Protestant, then his baptized infant becomes a baptized
Protestant infant.
I base this opinion on the solemn magisterium dogma that a baptized Catholic infant
gets its belief and faith from its Catholic guardian or sponsor when it is baptized into the
Catholic Church. Hence it is a solemn magisterium dogma that a baptized Catholic infant
is truly said to be a believer and professor of the Catholic faith even though it cannot
make an act of belief or faith on its own. St. Augustine defended this dogma against the
heretics who were denying it and who thus held the heresy that infants should not be
baptized:
St. Augustine, On Merit and Forgiveness of Sins and Baptism of Infants, Book 1,
Chapter 62, 412 AD: “[Jesus] says, ‘He that believeth in Him is not condemned; but
he that believeth not is condemned already, because he hath not believed in the
name of the only-begotten Son of God.’ In what class, then, do we place baptized
infants but amongst believers, as the authority of the Catholic Church everywhere
asserts? They belong, therefore, among those who have believed; for this is obtained
for them by virtue of the sacrament and the answer of their sponsors.”
St. Augustine, On Baptism, Book 4, Chapter 24, 400 AD: “31: Since others respond
for children, so that the celebration of the sacrament may be complete for them, it is
certainly availing to them for their consecration, because they themselves are not
able to respond. But if someone were to respond on behalf of a person who could
answer for himself, it would not likewise be of avail.”
St. Augustine, On Merit and Forgiveness of Sins and Baptism of Infants, Book 1,
Chapter 25, 412 AD: “Some one will say: How then are mere infants called to
repentance? How can such as they repent of anything? The answer to this is: If they
must not be called penitents because they have not the sense of repenting, neither
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must they be called believers, because they likewise have not the sense of believing.
But if they are rightly called believers, because they in a certain sense profess
faith by the words of their parents, why are they not also held to be before that
penitents when they are shown to renounce the devil and this world by the
profession again of the same parents? The whole of this is done in hope, in the
strength of the sacrament and of the divine grace which the Lord has bestowed upon
the Church…”

The same, then, should apply to infants baptized into heretical sects and churches,
such as Protestant sects and churches. These infants likewise get their faith and belief
from the exterior intention of their non-Catholic guardians. And in this case their belief
and faith are false. Hence these baptized infants can truly be called unbelievers, heretics,
and faithless, even though they cannot make an act of belief or faith on their own. They
too get their belief and faith from their guardians, but in this case the guardians are not
Catholic. Hence their baptized infants “profess faith by the words of their [Protestant]
parents.” Therefore an infant baptized into the Anglican Church gets its Anglican belief
and Anglican faith from its Anglican guardian that had it baptized into the Anglican
Church. It is a baptized Anglican infant, a baptized non-Catholic infant. It is a formal
schismatic and formal heretic just as its guardian is. It gets its schism and heresy from its
schismatic and heretical guardian.
To be consistent, then, one would think that St. Augustine teaches that all baptized
infants under all circumstances get their belief and faith from their guardians. Therefore a
baptized Catholic infant can fall outside the Catholic Church if its guardian becomes a
Protestant and exteriorly intends that his infant be Protestant. Hence his baptized infant
becomes a believer in the Protestant faith and thus goes from being a believer to an
unbeliever, from being faithful to unfaithful, from being a baptized Catholic infant to a
baptized non-Catholic infant. But St. Augustine does not teach this. However, St. Cyprian
does. I believe that St. Cyprian’s opinion is the correct one because it is consistent with
the dogma that baptized Catholic infants get their faith and belief from their Catholic
guardians.
St. Augustine teaches that once an infant is baptized into the Catholic Church, it can
never fall outside the Catholic Church as an infant even if its parents fall out of the
Catholic Church, such as by becoming Hindus. St. Augustine teaches that the infant does
not share in the guilt of the parents and thus remains Catholic and in a state of grace.
However, St. Cyprian, as well as I, believes that these baptized infants fall outside the
Catholic Church, even though St. Augustine tries to argue that St. Cyprian did not teach
this:
St. Augustine, Letter 98: “2. …The child [baptized in the Catholic Church] does not
lose the grace of Christ once conferred, except by his own sinful act, if he turns out
badly as he grows older… 3. Nevertheless, persons of more advanced fears, whether
they be parents bringing their children, or others bringing any little ones, who
attempt to place those who have been baptized [into the Catholic Church] under
obligation to profane worship of heathen gods, are guilty of spiritual homicide.
True, they do not actually kill the children’s souls, but they go as far towards killing
them as is in their power. The warning, ‘Do not kill your little ones,’ may be with
all propriety addressed to them; for the apostle says, ‘Quench not the Spirit’; not
that He can be quenched, but that those who so act as if they wished to have Him
quenched are deservedly spoken of as quenchers of the Spirit. In this sense also may
be rightly understood the words which most blessed Cyprian wrote in his letter
concerning the lapsed, when, rebuking those who in the time of persecution had
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sacrificed to idols, he says, ‘And that nothing might be wanting to fill up the
measure of their crime, their infant children, carried in arms, or led thither by the
hands of their parents, lost, while yet in their infancy, that which they had received
as soon as life began.’ They lost it, he meant, so far at least as pertained to the guilt
of the crime of those by whom they were compelled to incur the loss: they lost it,
that is to say, in the purpose and wish of those who perpetrated on them such a
wrong. For had they actually in their own persons lost it, they must have remained
under the divine sentence of condemnation without any plea; but if holy Cyprian
had been of this opinion, he would not have added in the immediate context a plea
in their defense, saying, ‘Shall not these say, when the judgment-day has come: We
have done nothing; we have not of our own accord hastened to participate in
profane rites, forsaking the bread and the cup of the Lord; the apostasy of others
caused our destruction; we found our parents murderers, for they deprived us of our
Mother the Church and of our Father the Lord, so that, through the wrong done by
others, we were ensnared, because, while yet young and unable to think for
ourselves, we were by the deed of others, and while wholly ignorant of such a
crime, made partners in their sin?’ This plea in their defense he would not have
subjoined had he not believed it to be perfectly just, and one which would be of
service to these infants at the bar of divine judgment. For if it is said by them with
truth, ‘We have done nothing,’ then ‘the soul that sinneth, it shall die’; and in the
just dispensation of judgment by God, those shall not be doomed to perish whose
souls their parents did, so far at least as concerns their own guilt in the transaction,
bring to ruin.”

Contrary to what St. Augustine tries to prove, St. Cyprian does teach that infants
baptized in the Catholic Church fall out of the Catholic Church if their guardians fall
outside the Catholic Church, such as by becoming idol worshippers, and drag their
infants with them by exteriorly intending that their infants should also be idol
worshippers:
St. Cyprian, Treatise 3, On the Lapsed: “9. But to many their own destruction was
not sufficient. With mutual exhortations, people were urged to their ruin; death was
pledged by turns in the deadly cup. And that nothing might be wanting to aggravate
the crime, infants also, in the arms of their parents, either carried or conducted, lost,
while yet little ones, what in the very first beginning of their nativity they had
gained. Will not they, when the day of judgment comes, say, ‘We have done
nothing; nor have we forsaken the Lord’s bread and cup to hasten freely to a
profane contact; the faithlessness of others has ruined us. We have found our
parents our murderers; they have denied to us the Church as a Mother; they have
denied God as a Father: so that, while we were little, and unforeseeing, and
unconscious of such a crime, we were associated by others to the partnership of
wickedness, and we were snared by the deceit of others’?”

Hence contrary to what St. Augustine says, St. Cyprian does teach that the souls of
these baptized infants who were baptized into the Catholic Church got murdered, ruined,
and snared because they were associated and partners with the wickedness of their
parents. And this is the only opinion that is consistent with the dogma that baptized
Catholic infants share in the faith and belief of their Catholic guardians, which implies
that baptized non-Catholic infants share in the faith and belief of their non-Catholic
guardians. It is all quite simple! When one sees a Lutheran family with father, mother,
three teenagers, and two infants, one can rightly say that the whole family, infants
included, are Lutherans and thus outside the Catholic Church as formal schismatics and
formal heretics. Yes, their little infants are little Lutherans, little schismatics, and little
heretics, just like the rest of the family. No truer words apply to heretical and schismatic
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guardians leading their infants into their heresy and schism than the words of Jesus
Himself: “Can the blind lead the blind? do they not both fall into the ditch?” (Lk. 6:39)
“They are blind, and leaders of the blind. And if the blind lead the blind, both fall into the
pit.” (Mt. 15:14) And another Jesus from the Old Covenant era, Jesus son of Sirach, said
the same thing: “The children of sinners become children of abominations...” (Eccus.
41:8) “What can be made clean by the unclean? and what truth can come from that
which is false?” (Eccus. 34:4)
In his same book The Lapsed in Chapter 25, St. Cyprian presents one proof from his
personal experience that infants take on the belief and faith that their current guardians
externally will for them to have. A mother of a baptized Catholic infant gave her infant to
an idol-worshipping nurse to be its new guardian. The nurse brought the infant to the
magistrates who had the baptized infant eat idolatrous sacrifices. The infant became
possessed, which is one sign that the infant took on the religion of the idolaters and thus
was now a baptized non-Catholic infant. The Catholic mother then recovered the infant
and hence became its current guardian. The mother willed for her infant to be Catholic
and brought the infant to Catholic Mass. Hence the infant again became a baptized
Catholic infant. But the infant was so possessed that it could not eat the Holy Eucharist.
Hence the infant needed to be exorcised to expel the devils it got when it was a nonCatholic infant:
St. Cyprian, The Lapsed, Chapter 25: “Hear what took place in my very presence
and with me as a witness. Some parents in hasty flight, with little consideration
because of their fear, left their little daughter in the care of a nurse. The nurse
handed the abandoned girl over to the magistrates. There before the idol where the
people were gathering, because she was unable as yet to eat meat because of her
age, they gave her bread mixed with wine, which itself had been left over from the
immolation of those who were being destroyed. Afterwards the mother recovered
her daughter. But the girl was unable to mention and point out the crime that had
been committed as she was unable previously to understand and prevent it. Through
ignorance, therefore, it came about that the mother brought the child with her to us
as we were offering the Sacrifice. Moreover, the girl having mingled with the holy
people, being impatient of our supplication and prayer, was now shaken with
weeping and was now tossed about by the vacillating motion of her mind; as if
under the compulsion of a torturer the soul of the girl still of tender years was trying
to confess with such signs as she was able a consciousness of the deed. But when
the solemnities were completed and the deacon began to offer the cup to those
present, and when, as the rest were receiving, her turn came, the little girl with an
instinct of divine majesty turned her face away, compressed her mouth with
tightening lips, and refused the cup. The deacon, however, persisted and poured into
the mouth of the child, although resisting, of the sacrament of the cup. Then there
followed sobbing and vomiting. In the body and mouth which had been violated the
Eucharist could not remain; the draught consecrated in the blood of the Lord burst
forth from the polluted vitals. So great is the power of the Lord, so great His
majesty. The secrets of the shades are detected under His light, nor did hidden
crimes deceive the priest of God.”

Hence it is an allowable opinion to believe, as St. Cyprian and I do, that baptized
Catholic infants can fall outside the Catholic Church as infants. And it is also an
allowable opinion to believe, as St. Augustine did, that baptized Catholic infants cannot
fall outside the Catholic Church as infants. It is also an allowable opinion to believe, as
St. Cyprian and I do, that baptized non-Catholic infants take on the guilt (the false beliefs
and false faith) of their heretical and schismatic guardians and thus are formal heretics for
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adhering to false religions or false churches and are formal schismatics for not adhering
to the true Catholic Church. Whichever allowable opinion one holds, one must believe, as
did St. Cyprian and St. Augustine, the ordinary magisterium dogma that infants baptized
into non-Catholic sects or churches get only the indelible mark and hence are outside the
Catholic Church and on the broad road to hell.

Baptized Children with the Use of Reason Who Adhere to NonCatholic Entities Are outside the Catholic Church
This is a solemn and ordinary magisterium dogma
It is a solemn magisterium dogma that outside the Catholic Church there is no
salvation or remission of sins. This is known as the Salvation Dogma. (See RJMI book
The Salvation Dogma.) Hence it is a solemn magisterium dogma that all baptized
children with the use of reason who adhere to non-Catholic sects, churches, religions, or
no religion are outside the Catholic Church. And it is an ordinary magisterium dogma
that they are formal schismatics because they do not adhere to the true Catholic Church.
And it is my opinion that they are also formal heretics for their mere adherence to a nonCatholic sect and also for every dogma they doubt or deny. (See RJMI book Heresy and
Heretics: Baptized men who adhere to non-Catholic sects are formal schismatics and
formal heretics.) Whether or not these baptized non-Catholic children were Catholic
previous to their adherence to a non-Catholic entity, they are nevertheless outside the
Catholic Church. If they were baptized Catholic infants previous to adhering to a nonCatholic entity, then they fell outside the Catholic Church. If they were baptized nonCatholic infants previous to their adhering to a non-Catholic entity, then they simply
remained outside the Catholic Church.


For example, an infant is baptized into a non-Catholic Church, such as the
Anglican Church, and hence is baptized outside the Catholic Church and thus is a
baptized non-Catholic infant. His guardians remain Anglican and therefore when
their infant attains the use of reason he adheres to the Anglican Church and thus
remains outside the Catholic Church for the mortal sin of schism. It is a solemn
magisterium dogma that he is outside the Catholic Church and an ordinary
magisterium dogma that he is a formal schismatic. And it is an allowable opinion,
one that I hold, that he is also a formal heretic for his adherence to a non-Catholic
entity.

Hence all baptized children who adhere to a non-Catholic Church or religion or no
religion are outside the Catholic Church and thus are not Catholic regardless of whether
or not they were Catholic at any time previous to their adhering to a non-Catholic entity.
Even though the below two quotes erroneously teach that infants baptized outside the
Catholic Church get all the gifts of baptism, which denies an ordinary magisterium
dogma, they do teach a truth in relation to baptized Catholic infants. They teach that as
soon as baptized Catholic infants attain the use of reason and adhere to non-Catholic
entities, they fall outside the Catholic Church:
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The Mystical Christ, Fr. John Gruden, 1936: “Heretics, …schismatics, and
excommunicated persons are not members of the Mystical Body of Christ. The
validly baptized children of these groups are true members of the Church until they
reach the age of reason and voluntarily profess a false religion or join a heretical or
schismatic sect.”
Pope Leo XIII, Exima Nos Laetitia, 1903: “The Sacraments, which some people
keep and use outside the unity of Christ, can preserve the appearance of piety; but
the invisible and spiritual virtue of true piety cannot abide there any more than
feeling can remain in an amputated part of your body. …They no longer have the
Sacraments, with the exception of Baptism, which they confer, so it is said, without
ceremonies on children; a fruitful baptism for the children provided that, once the
age of reason is reached, they do not embrace the schism.”

The truthful part of these quotes is that a baptized Catholic infant who attains the use
of reason and then adheres to a non-Catholic entity falls outside the Catholic Church for
the mortal sin of schism because he is not united to and in communion with the true
Catholic Church. And it is an allowable opinion that he is also a formal heretic.
Pope Pius XI teaches that St. Josaphat was outside the Catholic Church as a
child
Beware of those who take Pope Pius XI’s below fallible teaching out of context to
hold the heresy that St. Josaphat was inside the Catholic Church and thus Catholic while
he adhered to his parents’ Schismatic Church and religion:
Pope Pius XI, Ecclesiam Dei, Encyclical on St. Josaphat, Nov. 12, 1923: “Our Saint
[Josaphat] was born of schismatic parents but was validly baptized and received the
name of John. From his earliest years he lived a saintly life. Although he was much
impressed by the splendors of the Slavic liturgy, he always sought therein first and
foremost the truth and glory of God. Because of this, and not because he was
impressed by arguments, even as a child he turned towards communion with the
Ecumenical, that is, the Catholic Church. Of this Church he always considered
himself a member because of the valid baptism which he had received. What is
more, he felt himself called by a special Providence to re-establish everywhere the
holy unity of the Church.”

Pope Pius XI is teaching that even before St. Josaphat actually entered the Catholic
Church and became Catholic, he was ordained towards the Catholic Church in the way he
lived and the things he believed in.12 Pope Pius XI teaches that as a child St. Josaphat
turned away from his parents’ heresy and schism and “turned towards” the Catholic
religion and Catholic Church. This proves that St. Josaphat had at one time held his
parents’ schism and belonged to their Schismatic Church but then “turned towards
communion with the…Catholic Church.” This also proves that St. Josaphat was not in
communion with the Catholic Church, not even when he turned towards that communion.
When one is going towards something, he has not yet arrived at that something. St.
Josaphat did not arrive inside the Catholic Church until he abjured from his Schismatic
Church he once belonged to and his schismatic beliefs and professed belief in the
Catholic Church and Catholic faith. St. Josaphat was one of Christ’s other sheep whom
12

Pope Pius XII in his encyclical Mystici Corporis teaches that those “ordained toward the mystic Body of the
Redeemer,” as St. Josaphat was before he converted, are outside the fold and thus need to come into the Catholic
Church to be saved. (See RJMI book Salvation Dogma: Mystici Corporis, Mistranslated and Misinterpreted.)
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Christ brought into His fold, the Holy Catholic Church: “And other sheep I have that are
not of this fold: them also I must bring, and they shall hear my voice, and there shall be
one fold and one shepherd.” (Jn. 10:16) (See RJMI book The Salvation Dogma: Other
sheep not yet in the fold.)
The story of St. Josaphat’s conversion is one proof that children with the use of reason
have the ability to detect and reject falsehoods in false religions and find and embrace the
Catholic faith and Catholic Church even if their parents are heretics or schismatics.
Therefore, baptized non-Catholic children who adhere to their parents’ false church and
false religion must do what St. Josaphat did if they want to become Catholic. They must
turn away from the false church and false religion they adhere to and turn towards the
true Catholic Church and true Catholic religion and then enter that true Catholic Church
by abjuring from the false Church they adhered to, the false religion they believed in, and
make a profession of the true Catholic faith.
Children are indoctrinated before they attain the use of reason
Before children attain the use of reason, their guardians have already indoctrinated
them with their beliefs or lack of belief. Hence when children attain the use of reason,
they instantly believe what they were taught by rote when they did not have the use of
reason. And thus they instantly adhere to their guardians’ beliefs or Church. And if that
belief and Church is not the true Catholic faith and true Catholic Church, then these
children are not Catholic even if they have been validly baptized.


For example, good Catholic parents indoctrinate their baptized Catholic children
who have not yet attained the use of reason with the basic Catholic dogmas and
prayers by making them memorize and repeat them and thus even before they can
understand them. As soon as these baptized Catholic children attain the use of
reason, they now consent by their own freewill to the basic Catholic dogmas they
have been taught. And because their parents are true Catholics, these children
adhere to the Catholic Church and thus remain in the Catholic Church.

They must convert if they want to enter the Catholic Church
The dogma that all baptized children with the use of reason who adhere to nonCatholic entities are outside the Catholic Church is upheld by the Catholic Church’s law
and practice of receiving baptized non-Catholic children as converts. (See in this book No
Remission of Sin for Adults or Infants Baptized outside the Catholic Church, p. 12.) Any
baptized person who denies this dogma is a salvation heretic whether or not he
understands the reasons why these baptized children are not Catholic. A Catholic is
bound to believe dogmas because the Catholic Church infallibly teaches them and not
because he can comprehend them:
Vatican Council, 1870: “Faith - The Catholic Church professes that this
[supernatural] faith, which ‘is the beginning of human salvation,’ is a supernatural
virtue by which we, with the aid and inspiration of the grace of God, believe the
things revealed by Him are true, not because the intrinsic truth of the revealed
things has been perceived by the natural light of reason, but because of the authority
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of God Himself who reveals them [through His Catholic Church], who can neither
deceive nor be deceived.”13

(See my book Catholic Dogmas: All Religious Dogmas Must Be Believed by Faith.)
Examples that prove they cannot be inside the Catholic Church
These following examples only apply to those who hold the allowable opinion that
baptized Catholic infants cannot fall outside the Catholic Church. Hence the examples in
this section do not apply to the allowable opinion that Catholic infants can fall outside the
Catholic Church when their Catholic parents or guardians fall outside the Catholic
Church and bring their baptized infants with them, which is the opinion I hold. (See in
this book The Allowable Opinion That Baptized Infants Get Their Faith from the Exterior
Intention of Their Guardians, p. 40.)
One of the necessities for salvation is belief in all of the basic dogmas
It is a dogma that no man with the use of reason can be sanctified and saved without
knowing and believing in all of the basic dogmas of the Catholic Church:
Pope Benedict XIV, Ubi Primum, 1740: “3 …[Clerics] should teach those things
which the faithful must know for their salvation and explain the main principles of
divine law and Catholic dogma. They should also teach the children the basics of
that same faith…”
Pope Pius X, Acerbo Nimis, 1905: “We are forced to agree with those who hold that
the chief cause of the present indifference and, as it were, infirmity of soul, and the
serious evils that result from it, is to be found above all in ignorance of things
divine. And so, Our Predecessor Benedict XIV had just cause to write: ‘We declare
that a great number of those who are condemned to eternal punishment suffer that
everlasting calamity because of ignorance of those mysteries of faith which must be
known and believed in order to be numbered among the elect.’ ”

The basic dogmas are the dogma of the Most Holy Trinity, the dogma of the
Incarnation, the dogmas in the Apostles’ Creed, all the dogmas that directly relate to the
dogmas in the Apostles’ Creed, and the dogmas of the natural law:14
A Commentary on the New Code of Canon Law, by Rev. P. Chas. Augustine,
O.S.B., D.D., 1920, Commentary on Canon 752: “Concerning the extent of this
instruction, the Roman Ritual [Footnote 38] demands that neophytes ‘be carefully
instructed in the Christian faith and holy manners.’ By Christian faith are to be
understood the principal mysteries, i. e., those which must be believed necessitate
medii, viz.: the Blessed Trinity and the Incarnation. Express belief in our Lord Jesus
Christ is specifically mentioned in one decision of the Holy Office. [Footnote 39]
The Apostles’ Creed, which is enjoined in an Instruction of the S. C. Prop. Fide,
[Footnote 40] contains the principal mysteries of the faith.” (FN 38: Tit. II, c. 3, n. I;
FN 39: S. O., May 10, 1703, ad 2; Jan. 25, 1703 (Coll., nn. 256, 254); FN 40: Oct.
18, 1883 (Coll., n. 1606, n. XVII).)

13

Vatican Council, sess. 3, chap. 3, Faith; D. 1789.
For a list of all the basic dogmas that all Catholics with the use of reason need to know and believe in order to remain
inside the Catholic Church, see RJMI book Basic Dogmas.
14
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Hence it is a dogma that no man with the use of reason can be sanctified and saved
without explicitly believing in the basic dogmas of the Incarnation and the Most Holy
Trinity or any other basic dogma.
An infant baptized into the Catholic Church is adopted by deists
Let us consider an infant who is born to Catholic parents and is baptized into the
Catholic Church. Hence this infant is Catholic. He is a baptized Catholic infant and as
such can never fall outside the Catholic Church as an infant, according to those who hold
this allowable opinion. Before the infant attains the use of reason, his parents die and he
is adopted by deists. Deists believe that God exists but is unknowable. When the child
attains the use of reason, he is only taught that God exists and is a rewarder and punisher
but is otherwise unknowable. Using his freewill, the child consents to these things and
hence adheres to the religion of Deism. Consequently, he falls outside the Catholic
Church because he does not know and believe the basic dogmas of the Incarnation and
the Most Holy Trinity and the other basic dogmas of the Catholic faith and does not
adhere to the Catholic Church. His invincible ignorance of the Catholic Church, the
Catholic religion, the Incarnation, the Holy Trinity, and the other basic dogmas cannot
give him these things he needs to know about and believe in to be saved. A Catholic must
believe under pain of heresy that this child is not Catholic even though this child has not
obstinately denied a dogma that has been made known to him nor had an opportunity to
apply diligence in learning further about his false religion or learning about the Catholic
Church.
Now even if one may not be able to theologically explain how this child mortally
sinned and why he is not Catholic, a Catholic must still believe the dogma that this
baptized child has mortally sinned and is outside the Catholic Church and hence not
Catholic because he does not believe in the basic dogmas of the Catholic faith and does
not adhere to the Catholic Church. (See in this book It is an ordinary magisterium dogma
that the mortal sin of schism places them outside the Catholic Church, p. 48.)
It must be noted that even if a baptized child with the use of reason believes in all of
the basic dogmas, such as an Anglican child, he is nevertheless outside the Catholic
Church for not adhering to the true Catholic Church and thus is also a formal schismatic.
And it is my opinion that he is also a formal heretic. (See in this book Belief in basic
dogmas does not excuse their schism, p. 52.)
It is an ordinary magisterium dogma that the mortal sin of schism places them
outside the Catholic Church
It is a solemn magisterium dogma that when a baptized Catholic infant attains the use
of reason and adheres to a non-Catholic Church or religion or to no religion, he falls
outside the Catholic Church because he does not adhere to and thus is not in communion
with the Catholic Church. But what mortal sin did he commit that caused him to be
automatically excommunicated from the Catholic Church?
It is a dogma that the only ways Catholics fall outside the Catholic Church are by
major excommunication for the mortal sin of schism, the mortal sin of heresy, certain
mortal sins of disobedience, or certain mortal sins against the moral law:
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1917 Code of Canon Law: “Canon 2314, § 1. All apostates from the Christian faith
and every heretic or schismatic incur the following penalties: (1) ipso facto
excommunication…”
Catholic Commentary on Canticle of Canticles 4: “Ver. 12. …She [the Catholic
Church] is perfectly chaste. The Church excludes from her society all unbelievers
and schismatics…”

Hence it is a dogma that baptized Catholic infants who attain the use of reason and
then adhere to a non-Catholic entity have to commit one of these mortal sins to incur the
automatic penalty of major excommunication which places them outside the Catholic
Church. It is an ordinary magisterium dogma that it is the mortal sin of schism that places
them outside the Catholic Church.15 And it is an allowable opinion, one that I hold, that
they are also formal heretics. (See RJMI book Heresy and Heretics: Baptized men who
adhere to non-Catholic sects are formal schismatics and formal heretics.)
The mortal sin of schism can be incurred in two ways—by denying the papacy or the
supremacy of the papacy and by not being in communion with the Catholic Church or
Catholics:
1917 Code of Canon Law: “Canon 1325, § 2. …If…he refuses to be subject to the
Supreme Pontiff or to have communication with the members of the Church subject
to the Pope, he is a schismatic.”

A baptized Catholic infant who attains the use of reason and adheres to a non-Catholic
Church or religion or to no religion falls outside the Catholic Church as a schismatic for
the mortal sin of schism because he is not in communion with the Catholic Church and
thus not in communion with the members of the Catholic Church. Hence a baptized
person who believes in the supremacy of the papacy and professes that he is subject to the
Roman Pontiff but does not adhere to the true Catholic Church and thus to true Catholics
is guilty of the mortal sin of schism and thus is outside the Catholic Church. All that is
required to be guilty of the mortal sin of schism and thus be a formal schismatic is that a
baptized person does not adhere to the true Catholic Church or to true Catholics, even if
he does not adhere to any non-Catholic sect:
Catholic Encyclopedia, Schism, 1912: “…Schism does not necessarily imply
adhesion, either public or private, to a dissenting group or a distinct sect, much less
the creation of such a group.”

Orestes Brownson and the heretic Fr. Michael Muller teach they commit the mortal sin
of schism
WARNING: Fr. Michael Muller was a notorious heretic. While the heretic Fr. Michael
Muller defends the Salvation Dogma as a dogma in most of his book The Catholic
Dogma, in one part he presents it only as a probable opinion and in another he presents
the denial of the dogma as an allowable opinion and not as heresy. Nor in the whole of
his book does he denounce as heretics the men he is refuting who deny the Salvation
Dogma nor condemn as heresy their heretical beliefs. Hence Fr. Muller contradicts
15

This is one proof that obstinacy is not the only way to become a formal schismatic or formal heretic. (See RJMI book
Heresy and Heretics: “Obstinacy is not necessary to incur guilt for doubting or denying basic dogmas” and “They are
formal heretics for the same reason they are formal schismatics without the need of obstinacy in heresy or schism.”)
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himself and undermines his whole defense of the Salvation Dogma. He was infected with
the heresy of non-judgmentalism and the heresy of using probabilism with dogmas and as
a result actually denied the very Salvation Dogma he pretended to uphold. (See RJMI
book Bad Books on Salvation: Fr. Michael Muller.)
Nevertheless, Fr. Muller, in his book The Catholic Dogma, correctly teaches that these
baptized children are outside the Catholic Church for schism for not being in communion
with the true Catholic Church and the true Catholic religion and hence are not in
communion with true Catholics. And he shows that St. Augustine and Orestes Brownson
teach the same thing.
It must be noted that Fr. Michael Muller and Orestes Brownson believed that infants
baptized in non-Catholic sects get all the gifts of baptism and hence are Catholic. And
thus they denied the ordinary magisterium dogma that these infants get only the indelible
mark and are not Catholic. Yet, they do uphold the solemn magisterium dogma that all
baptized children with the use of reason who adhere to a non-Catholic entity are outside
the Catholic Church and thus not Catholic:
The Catholic Dogma, the heretic Fr. Michael Muller, Part 2: “§ 6. …We say with
Dr. A. O. Brownson, who asks: ‘But may not those who are baptized in heretical
societies through ignorance, believing them to be the Church of Christ, be regarded
as in the way of salvation?’ …Let St. Augustine reply: ‘But those who through
ignorance are baptized there (with heretics), judging the sect to be the Church of
Christ, sin less than these (who know it to be heretical); nevertheless they are
wounded by the sacrilege of schism and therefore sin not light because others sin
more gravely. For when it is said to certain persons, it shall be more tolerable for
Sodom in the day of judgment than for you, it is not therefore said because the
Sodomites will not be punished but because the others will be more grievously
punished.’
“And again, St. Augustine says: ‘It is true, Donatists who baptize heathens heal
them of the wound of idolatry or infidelity; but they inflict on them a more serious
wound instead, the wound of schism. Those of the people of God in the Old Law,
who fell into idolatry, were destroyed by the sword, but under the feet of the authors
of schism the earth opened and swallowed them up (Ps. 105:17) and the rest of their
followers were consumed by a flame of fire from heaven. (Ecclus. 45:24) Who,
therefore, can doubt that those who were more severely punished had also sinned
more grievously?’ (De Bapt. contr. Donatist., lib. i, c. 8.) Those idolaters who were
baptized by the Donatists and believed in Christ were healed of their wound of
infidelity; they never lived in the unity of the Catholic Church. They never wilfully
left her in their ancestors, as Rev. A Young and other heretics did; and yet St.
Augustine tells us that the wound of schism which they received by adhering to the
sect of the Donatists was more fatal for them than that which they had received
before by the crime of idolatry. …Hence those who are separated from the Church
cannot be innocent. (St. Augustine, lib. i. contr. Epist. Parm., c. 3.) ‘Where there is
no unity in faith, there can be no divine charity. Therefore divine charity can be kept
only in the unity of the Church.’ (St. Augustine, contr. lit. Petil. lib. ii. c. 77.)…
“[Dr. O. A. Brownson says,] ‘…Persons having come to the age of reason, baptized
in an heretical society, or persons baptized in such society in infancy, and adhering
to it after having come to the years of understanding—for there can be no difference
between the two classes—whether through ignorance or not, are, as we have seen,
out of unity and therefore out of charity, without which they are nothing. Their
faith, if they have any, does not avail them; their sacraments are sacrilegious. The
wound of sacrilege is mortal… They must cease to adhere to their heretical
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societies, must come out from among them, seek and find the Church, recognize her
as the Church, believe what she teaches, voluntarily subject themselves to her laws,
knock at the door, will to enter, standing waiting to enter as soon as she opens and
says, Come in. If they do all this, they are substantially in the same category as
catechumens; and if prevented by death [from abjuring before a Catholic minister],
they may be saved. …By their voluntary renunciation of their heretical or
schismatic society, by their explicit recognition of the Church, by their actual return
to her door, by their dispositions and will to enter, they are effectually, if not in
form, members of the body… They are persons who renounced their infidel and
heretical societies, and have found and explicitly recognized the Church. Their
approach to the Church is explicit, [and] not…to be inferred only from a certain
vague and indefinite longing for the truth and unity in general, predicable in fact, we
should suppose, of nearly all men; for no man ever clings to falsehood and division,
believing them to be such. Their desire for truth and unity is explicit. Their faith is
the Catholic faith; the unity they will is Catholic unity; the Church at whose door
they knock is the Catholic Church; the sacrament they solicit, they solicit from the
hands of her legitimate priest.” 16

(See RJMI book Heresy and Heretics: Baptized men who adhere to non-Catholic sects
are formal schismatics and formal heretics.)
Adherence to a local non-Catholic church is schism even if it says it is a
Catholic church
One way that baptized men manifest their beliefs is by the local church they adhere to.
A local church is the church that people go to for religious services and to learn their
faith. If that church is a non-Catholic church, even if it calls itself a Catholic church, then
all the people with the use of reason who adhere to it are guilty of the mortal sin of
schism because they adhere to a non-Catholic church and thus do not adhere to the true
Catholic Church even if they think they do. And it is my opinion that they are also formal
heretics for not adhering to the true Catholic Church. It is also my opinion that all of the
baptized infants in a non-Catholic church are also formal schismatics and heretics. (See in
this book The Allowable Opinion That Baptized Infants Get Their Faith from the Exterior
Intention of Their Guardians, p. 40.)


For example, St. Catherine’s Roman Catholic church is a local church that says it
is a Catholic church and submissive to the Roman Pontiff but is not because it
teaches its flock a heresy that doubts or denies a basic dogma and thus is a
heretical church. Hence all men with the use of reason who belong to St.
Catherine’s Roman Catholic church are outside the Catholic Church for the
mortal sin of schism because they do not adhere to a true Catholic church and thus
do not adhere to the true Catholic Church. The culpable heresy of the church
places it out of communion with the Catholic faith, the Catholic Church, the pope,
and all true Catholics.

The objective reality of whether or not the local church is Catholic is all that matters,
not whether or not it thinks it is Catholic. If it teaches a heresy against a basic dogma or
16

The Catholic Dogma, Fr. Michael Muller, C.SS.R., New York, Cincinnati, and Chicago: Benziger Brothers,
Permissu Superiorum copyright, 1888, by Elias Frederick Schauer.
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culpably teaches a heresy against a deeper dogma, then it is not a Catholic church even if
it thinks it is. (See RJMI article “How Catholic Churches Become Non-Catholic
Churches.”) Hence all baptized children and adults with the use of reason who adhere to a
non-Catholic church are outside the Catholic Church for the mortal sin of schism. And
this is an ordinary magisterium dogma. And it is a solemn magisterium dogma that they
are outside the Catholic Church even if one does not know why. (See in this book It is an
ordinary magisterium dogma that the mortal sin of schism places them outside the
Catholic Church, p. 48.)
And it is my opinion that all baptized men who do not adhere to the true Catholic
Church are also formal heretics by their mere adherence to a non-Catholic sect and for
every dogma they doubt or deny. And it is my opinion that their baptized infants are also
formal schismatics and formal heretics for not adhering to the Catholic Church. (See
RJMI book Heresy and Heretics: Baptized men who adhere to non-Catholic sects are
formal schismatics and formal heretics; and see in this book The Allowable Opinion That
Baptized Infants Get Their Faith from the Exterior Intention of Their Guardians, p. 40.)
Belief in basic dogmas does not excuse their schism
Knowing and believing all the basic dogmas is only one condition for baptized persons
with the use of reason to be Catholic. Adherence to the Catholic Church is another
condition. Hence every baptized child or adult who does not adhere to the Catholic
Church is outside the Catholic Church for the mortal sin of schism and thus is not
Catholic even if he believes all the basic dogmas and does not doubt or deny any deeper
dogma. And his belief in the dogmas he does believe in proceeds from a human faith and
not from a divine faith because he is not inside the Catholic Church:
The Catholic Dogma, the heretic Fr. Muller, Part 2: “§ 6. …[Fr. Muller says,] Those
who have not the true faith cannot make an act of faith as it ought to be made, that
is, in the manner determined by the true faith… If he holds certain truths of faith, he
holds them not by faith, but by some other reasons. …Those articles of faith in
which a heretic does not err, he does not believe in the same manner as a Catholic
believes them… He who does not believe God in the way determined by the true
faith does not believe God. …Infallible and divine authority is found only in the
Catholic Church, it is evident that true acts of faith can be made only by him who
adheres to this authority. …Faith, therefore, to be truly divine and saving, must be
based upon the divine Authority of God as invested in the Roman Catholic Church.
…He who is separated from the Church and is not obedient to her has no infallible
rule of faith… Without the divine authority of the Roman Catholic Church, we can
hold no revealed truth on divine authority; if we hold any Catholic truths, we
believe them only on human authority; and such belief is no divine faith. Acts of
divine faith, therefore, consist in believing firmly what God tells us through the
divine authority of His Church.”

Therefore it is not possible to have a divine and hence saving faith unless one adheres
to the true Catholic Church. Consequently, anyone who adheres to a non-Catholic entity
is a formal schismatic and thus cannot have the divine and Catholic faith even if he
professes belief in all of the basic dogmas and does not doubt or deny any deeper
dogmas. (See RJMI book Heresy and Heretics: “They are formal heretics because they
disregard the authority of the Catholic Church” and “They are formal heretics because they
believe dogmas for the wrong reasons.”)
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If no access to Catholics, non-Catholics must learn about the Catholic faith and
Church from other sources
As long as an area has at least one Catholic or another source, such as documents or
audios or videos, that contains all the things one needs to know to become Catholic, then
non-Catholics who have access to this Catholic or other source can learn the true Catholic
faith from either and enter the true Catholic Church and be justified and have a hope to be
saved. If there are no Catholics in the area, then the other sources, such as documents,
must contain all the necessary things he needs to know to enter the Catholic Church,
which are all the basic dogmas of the Catholic Church. And if he adheres to a false sect,
religion, or church, he must reject and condemn it and its rulers and heresies that he
knows about. Every false god, sect, religion, or church has obvious falsehoods that all
men can know by God’s grace, the natural law, and reason. Hence even if a man never
heard of the Catholic faith, he can reject and condemn every false god, sect, religion, or
church. If he knows about the Catholic faith, this can assist him in rejecting false gods,
sects, religions, or churches.
This other source does not have to be a Catholic source. It can be a non-Catholic
source that either tries to refute Catholicism or teaches about Catholicism for historical or
other reasons. The non-Catholic source can be heretical imprimatured books. The nonCatholic source must contain all the basic dogmas of the Catholic Church and could
contain information that would assist the non-Catholic in rejecting and condemning the
false sect, religion, or church he adheres to. By God’s grace he can see the lies contained
in the non-Catholic sources and reject them while embracing the truths contained in them.
To enter the Catholic Church, he would then have to know and believe all the basic
dogmas of the Catholic Church; reject and condemn the false sect, religion, or church he
adheres to and its rulers and heresies that he knows about; make a profession of the
Catholic faith; and get baptized if he was not baptized or was invalidly baptized.
After he enters the Catholic Church, he must continue to learn the Catholic faith,
which includes the deeper dogmas he must know by necessity of precept and other deeper
dogmas when necessary. As long as he is inculpably ignorant of any deeper dogma, even
the ones he must know as a necessity of precept (such as the deeper dogma of the
sacrament of extreme unction), he is still Catholic. (For more details, see RJMI article
“Seven Necessary Things to Be Catholic.”)
Salvation heretics place inside the Catholic Church baptized children with the
use of reason who adhere to non-Catholic entities
Invincible ignorance cannot give anyone the Catholic Faith
Orestes A. Brownson (1803-1876), a defender of the Salvation Dogma when it was
being denied by many salvation heretics, refuted the heretics that were trying to place
baptized children with the use of reason who adhered to non-Catholic Churches inside the
Catholic Church. Beware that Orestes believed that infants baptized in non-Catholic sects
get all the gifts of baptism and hence are Catholic and thus he denied the ordinary
magisterium dogma that these infants get only the indelible mark and are not Catholic.
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Yet he upheld the solemn magisterium dogma that all baptized children who have the use
of reason and adhere to a non-Catholic Church are outside the Catholic Church and thus
not Catholic. But he uses an erroneous theology to defend the dogma and thus
undermines his defense of it. His main error in defending the dogma is that he believes
that baptized children with the use of reason fall outside the Catholic Church by
invincible ignorance of the Catholic Church while at the same time he teaches that their
invincible ignorance is not sinful. If so, then how could they fall outside the Catholic
Church without being guilty of any sin? But elsewhere he correctly teaches that these
baptized children are in schism but does not say they are guilty of the mortal sin of
schism and hence are formal schismatics, although he implies this:
Orestes A. Brownson (1803-1876), Brownson’s Quarterly Review, “Extra
Ecclesiam Nulla Salus,” April 1874: “How many of our Catholics, though holding
Protestantism to be an error against Faith and antagonistic to the Church, hold that
the mass of Protestants are out of the way of salvation and can never see God in the
beatific vision unless before they die they become Catholics, united to Christ in the
Church, which is His Body? If we assert the contrary, are we not met with
theological distinction, logical refinements, subtle explanations and qualification,
which place us altogether in the wrong? We are told and told truly, that all validly
baptized infants, by whomsoever baptized, dying in infancy or before arriving at the
use of reason, are saved, enter the kingdom of heaven; next, we are told, not so
truly, that all persons remaining in false or heretical sects, not knowing that they are
false or heretical and invincibly ignorant of the True Church, may be saved; and
finally, that those who are prevented from seeking for and accepting the True
Church by the bitter prejudices against her, instilled into their minds by parents and
teachers, are to be reputed invincibly ignorant.
“…The infant validly baptized, by whomsoever the baptism is administered,
receives in the sacrament the infused habit of faith and sanctity, and that his habit
(habitus) suffices for salvation till the child comes to the use of reason; hence all
baptized infants dying in infancy are saved. But when arrived at the use of reason,
the child needs something beyond this infused habit and is bound to elicit the act of
faith. The habit is not actual faith and is only a supernatural facility, infused by
grace, of eliciting the actual virtue of faith. The habit of sanctity is lost by mortal
sin, but the habit of faith, we are told, can be lost only by a positive act of infidelity.
This is not strictly true; for the habit may be lost by omission to elicit the act of
faith, which neither is nor can be elicited out of the Catholic Church; for out of her
the credible object, which is Deus revelans et ecclesia proponens, is wanting.
Consequently, outside of the Church there can be no salvation for any one, even
though baptized, who has come to the use of reason. The habit given in baptism,
then, ceases to suffice, and the obligation to elicit the act begins.
“We may be told that it may not be through one’s own fault that he omits to elicit
the act, especially when born and brought up in a community hostile or alien to the
Church. Who denies it? But from that it does not follow either that the habit is not
lost by the omission or that the elicitation of the act is not necessary, in the case of
every adult, to salvation. Invincible ignorance excuses from sin, we admit, in that
hereof one is invincibly ignorant, but it confers no virtue and is purely negative. It
excuses from sin, if you will, the omission to elicit the act, but it cannot supply the
defect caused by the omission. Something more than to be excused from the sin of
infidelity is necessary to salvation.”

Even though there is much truth in what Orestes says, he, as well as Fr. Michael
Muller, is wrong for teaching that invincible ignorance always excuses from mortal sin.
His belief presents him with an unsolvable dilemma. He correctly holds the dogma that
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baptized Catholic infants who attain the use of reason and adhere to non-Catholic entities
lose the Catholic faith and thus are no longer Catholic. And he correctly teaches that
these children do not commit sin for omitting to profess the Catholic faith. But he is
wrong for implying that these children did not commit any mortal sin. He is wrong
because for a Catholic to fall outside the Catholic Church he has to commit a mortal sin
or else God would be unjust. Hence if these baptized children did not commit a mortal
sin, then God would be unjust for killing their souls and punishing them by placing them
outside the Catholic Church and on the road to hell. Here is Orestes’ dilemma, which
elsewhere he almost solved by teaching that these baptized children are in schism. (See in
this book Orestes Brownson and the heretic Fr. Michael Muller teach they commit the
mortal sin of schism, p. 49.) But he does not explicitly say they committed a mortal sin of
schism but only implies it. If they had not committed the mortal sin of schism, then their
schism would have been only material schism and thus they would be inside the Catholic
Church. But Orestes correctly teaches that they are not inside the Catholic Church and
hence implies they are formal schismatics and thus guilty of the mortal sin of schism, but
he does not explicitly say so. Why? - Because Orestes is wrong when he teaches that
invincible ignorance always excuses from mortal sin. Invincible ignorance does not
excuse these baptized children from the mortal sin of schism for not adhering to the
Catholic Church. And invincible ignorance does not excuse baptized non-Catholics from
the mortal sin of heresy and thus from being formal heretics for adhering to a nonCatholic entity and for denying or doubting any dogma.17 By not believing this, Orestes,
as well as Fr. Michael Muller, has allowed the salvation heretics to undermine his
theology and thus undermine the Salvation Dogma. The salvation heretics would easily
win the debate by asking Orestes or Fr. Michael Muller: “What mortal sin did they
commit that caused them to lose God’s sanctifying grace and fall outside the Catholic
Church?” And if they had not committed a mortal sin, then God would be unjust for
killing their souls and placing them outside the Catholic Church and thus on the broad
road to hell. Unless one concedes to the fact that obstinacy is not the only way to be
guilty of mortal sin, one will inevitably end up defending heresy and thus fall into heresy.
(See RJMI book Heresy and Heretics: Obstinacy is not necessary to incur guilt for
doubting or denying basic dogmas.)
And both Orestes and Fr. Michael Muller also denied the ordinary magisterium dogma
that infants baptized in non-Catholic entities are outside the Catholic Church and thus do
not get their sins remitted. Nevertheless, and in spite of their erroneous theology and
denial of an ordinary magisterium dogma, Orestes and Fr. Michael Muller upheld the
dogma that all baptized children with the use of reason who adhere to non-Catholic
entities are not inside the Catholic Church and hence are not Catholic and thus not in the
way of salvation. This must be believed under pain of the mortal sin of heresy no matter
if one can comprehend it or have a good theology to defend it.
Beware, then, of the salvation heretics, like Spirago and Clark, who heretically teach
that baptized children who adhere to non-Catholic entities are inside the Catholic Church
as long as they do not learn of the Catholic faith from a Catholic source and then
obstinately deny it:

17

And invincible ignorance does not excuse a so-called Catholic from the mortal sin of heresy for denying or doubting
a basic dogma.
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The Catechism Explained, by the heretics Spirago and Clark: “Those who do not
possess Christian faith are either: (1) heretics or (2) infidels. Heretics are those who
reject some one or more of the truths revealed by God… Heresy is one of the
greatest of all sins when it is not the result of invincible ignorance. St. Paul writes to
the Galatians that if an angel from heaven preached to them any Gospel different
from that they had received, he was to be anathema or accursed. St. Jerome says that
‘there is no one so far removed from God as a willful heretic.’ At the same time, he
who lives in heresy through ignorance for which he is not himself to blame, is not a
heretic in the sight of God. Thus those who are brought up in Protestantism, and
have no opportunity of obtaining a sufficient instruction in the Catholic religion, are
not heretics in the sight of God, for in them there is no obstinate denial or doubt of
the truth.” (pt. 1, chap. 7, sec. 1, pp. 98-99)

Spirago and Clark’s salvation heresy applies not only to baptized children who adhere
to non-Catholic entities but also to adults. According to this heresy, all of the Amish from
generation to generation, no matter what their age, young or old, are inside the Catholic
Church and can never be formal heretics because they have never heard of the Catholic
faith from a Catholic source and hence never had a chance to obstinately deny it. To learn
about some current-day salvation heretics who teach that baptized children who adhere to
non-Catholic entities are inside the Catholic Church, see RJMI refutation The Dimonds
Deny the Salvation Dogma.
Guilt of those who deny or doubt this basic dogma of the solemn and ordinary
magisterium
The solemn and ordinary magisterium dogma that all children with the use of reason
who adhere to non-Catholic entities are outside the Catholic Church and thus on the road
to hell is a basic dogma because it directly relates to the dogmas of the Apostles’ Creed.
Hence any baptized person who doubts or denies this dogma is guilty of the mortal sin of
heresy and thus is a formal heretic. Therefore, any so-called Catholic who denies or
doubts this dogma is not Catholic because he is a formal heretic who has thus incurred
the penalty of automatic excommunication from the Catholic Church for denying or
doubting this basic dogma. For a list of all the basic dogmas that Catholics with the use of
reason need to know and believe to be saved, see RJMI book Basic Dogmas: Complete
List of All the Basic Dogmas as a Profession of Faith.
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